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A study of the decay kinetics of methyl and ethyl radicals

adsorbed on the surface of porous Vycor glass (PVG) pretreated at

750oC was investigated in this work at 77 K,90 K, and 109 K by

using the technique of electron spin resonance (ESR.).

Methyl (or ethyl) radicals were obtained at 77 K by irradiation

of azomethane (or azoethane) adsorbed on porous Vycor glass using

the full UV spectrum of a medium pressure mercury atc. T'he results

of the build-up of both radicals are discussed briefly. The ESR spectra

of both radicals were all recorded at i7 K.

The decay of both methyl and ethyl radicals was found to be a

cascade type but one surface adsorption site was postulated to be

present for relatively short time decay. The cascade type of decay

may, however, indicate the presence of a continuum of trapping

potentials on the surface for relatively long time decay. It is

therefore possible for the stabilization of both radicals to be achieved

over a wide range of temperatures aS previously observed for

methyl radicals. The decay data obtained for both radicals gave the

best fit to Dole's revised second order kinetics equation which was

derived for the decay of free radicals in polymers from a second

order equation modified on the assumption that a fraction of the

radicals recombine by a second order mechanism while the

remaining radicals are completely unreactive. The decay of methyl

and ethyl radicals is therefore postulated in this work to be second

order in mobile reactive radicals, consistent with a diffusion-

controlled recombination ploceSS. Thus, two types of surface
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adsorbed radicals are identified for each temperature namely,

weakly, physically adsorbed nnobile and immobile, unreactive

radicals. The immobile, unreactive radicals are associated with

siloxane bridge sites or stabilization by caging effects in pores while

the mobile reactive radicals are identified with the large number of

geminal hydroxyl groups as well as B-OH groups on the surface. Ethyl

radicals were found to decay slightly faster on the PVG surface than

methyl radicals and this behaviour is explained in terms of the

orientation of the radicals in the adsorbed state and the possible

additional interaction of ethyl radicals with both geminal hydroxyl

and B-OH groups present on the surface. Values of the ratio of the

concentration of mobile, reactive methyl and ethyl radicals to the

concentration of the immobile, unreactive radicals were obtained

from the Dole plots and their variation with temperature is

discussed. The plots of this ratio against LIT were obtained and the

adsorption energies calculated from these plots are found to vary

from 0.976 to 4.78 kJ mol-1 for methyl radicals and from 5.19 to 6.63

kJ mol-l for ethyl radicals. The variations of adsorption energies with

surface coverage aÍe discussed.

Arrhenius plots for the decay of the radicals were obtained and

and least squares values of activation energies for the decay between

77 K and 109 K were found to range from 3.23 to 7.31 kJ mol-l for

methyl radicals and from 3'77 to 5.52 kJ mol-l for ethyl radicals. The

variations of activation energies with both temperature and surface

coverage are discussed. The effect üf adsorbed water on the surface

of a PVG sample pretreated at 500oC on the decay kinetics of the

radicals is also discussed briefly.
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3..3. {xaÉnod¿¿cÉony x"enmar?<s

Recently, a review of electron spin resonance studies of alkyl

radicals adsorbed on porous Vycor glass was presented by Gesser.l

The review indicates that various workers have been able to
produce, stabilize and study the reactions of alkyl radicals on

surfaces at low temperatures. These radicals were easily detected by

using the technique of electron spin resonance which was found to be

an effective tool in characterization of solid surfaces and in
elucidation of active surface sites as well as surface reactions.

However, consistency is lacking in the various reported studies of

methyl radicals stabilized on porous Vycor glass or other surfaces

while little work has been done on ethyl radicals. For instance, in the

study of the decay of methyl radicals on surfaces, while Fujimoto et.

al.2 reported first order kinetics for the decay of methyl radicals on

porous Vycor glass over the temperature range of 77 K to L32 K ,

Joppien and ü/illard3 reported that the decay of methyl radicals on

silica gel between 77 K and room temperature could be resolved into

multiple first and second order processes and yet another worker,

Garbutt,4 showed that the decay of surface stabilized methyl radicals

was complex and appear to follow second order kinetics more closely

than first order and a slope of about 10 (7 to 12) was obtained for

the order of the reaction from the plot of log Rate against log C

(where C is the concentration of methyl radicals as determined by

peak to peak amplitude). Hence, the decay kinetics of methyl and
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ethyl radicals adsorbed on porous Vycor glass at 77 K was

investigated more closely in this work by using ESR. technique with

the hope that the study would help to solve this problem of lack of

consistency in the previous reported studies.

Gesser's review also reveals that various workers have

observed that during the photolysis of adsorbed methyl iodide at

77 K, the concentration of methyl radicals formed usually approaches

a constant value after a certain period of time of irradiation. This

behaviour was attributed to possible back reaction of methyl radicals

and iodine. It is therefore highly desirable to find some alternate

sources of methyl radicals in order to prevent the inherent effect of

iodine formed during the irradiation of methyl iodide which was

commonly used. Azomethane, which is a suitable alternative

suggested by Gesserl, was therefore employed in this work as the

source of methyl radicals. Azoethane, a higher homologue was

similarly used as a source of ethyl radicals.

Å."2 Fono¿¡s Vycoa' gEass

9.2.A þãare¿¡faatååE"e axld aomposütüoNl

Porous Vycor glass consists of 96Vo SiO2,37o BzOz and 17o Ã12o-3,

NazO, As2O5 etc.5,6,7 The porous glass usually has a surface area of

about 200 mzlg with an average pore diameter of 40 .4,.5 lt is

manufactured by melting and fabricating a glass in the sodium

borosilicate system at quite low temperatures. After fabrication, it is

then heat treated to separate the glass into a boron-rich phase and a

silica-rích phase. Weak acids may then be used to leach out the

boron-rich phase. With this method, the undissociated boron remains
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at the surface of the silicate skeleton, i.e. at the boundaries of the

former separated phases. The boron is probably present as an

"impurity" in silicon sites at the silicate surface. This manufacturing

process and the possibility of the diffusion of internal boron to the

surface during subsequent heat treatment has led various

worke¡s8,9a to speculate that B/Si ratio in the surface layer is

probably about 1:3 (i.e. approximately 257o boron) rather than the

1:18 that might be expected from bulk analysis. The method of

manufacture of porous Vycor glass results in a more rigid structure

than silica gel and it is made into various sizes of tube, rod and plate

i.e. it is easily cut and handled.

ß."2"2 Nat¡¡ne of É&ae s¿åE"feae

Basically, glass is a network of SiOa tetrahedra, with oxygen

atoms shared by adjacent silicon atoms. The surface group of such a

structure may be:

(1) A siloxane bridge represented as:

or (2) A )Si-o
hydrogen to form

bridge structure

hydroxyls which

Figure 1-1

structu¡e with the oxygen valence satisfied by

a silanol function ìSi-O-U. Hydration of a siloxane

also results in this structure. These surface

can be relatively isolated from one another,



generally exist either vicinal or

in figure l-2:

o

Vicinal

4

geminal to one another as illustrated

l: 
"(o.

'/ \ Geminal
(b)

H

I

H

I

(a)

Figure 1-2

With these structures, there aÍe unlimited opportunities for

hydrogen bonding both among the surface hydroxyls and with

adsorbed molecules. It is also possible to have structures such as

)Si-H, --Si=O, )Si-X (where X=impurity) but these exist in relatively

small numbers.

3."2"3 Xxrfnared specÉna of p@a"@aNs Vycon gåass

Little's reviewlO of various XR. studies and especially the works of

Low and Ramasubramanian9 have established the existence of two

sharp peaks at about 3748 cm-l and 3703 cm-l in the infrared

spectrum of porous Vycor glass which has been dehydrated

rigorously at high temperatures. From dehydroxylation, deuteration,

flourination and adsorption experiments, Low and

Ramasubramanian9a showed att absorptions to be due to surface

hydroxyl species. They assigned the 3748 cm-1 absorption to free

surface silanol (Si-OH) groups. From deuteration experiments and

from impregnation of silica gel and porous glass with boric acid, Low

o

I
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and Ramasubramanian assigned the 3703 cm-l bond to a free

hydroxyl attached to a surface boron atom. N{any workers believe

that high temperature treatment leads to the diffusion of boron

atoms to the surface thereby leading to a higher concentration of

hydroxyl groups on the surface. The leaching process may also be

responsible for this high surface concentration of boron atoms. Slight

shifts in the IR peaks to lower frequencies and general broadening

and asymmetry of the peaks have also been attributed to hydrogen

bonding of the surface hydroxyl species.

A"2"4 F{eat t¡'eat¡¡aemt of poÅ"oaås Vycon gåass

The work of Low and Ramasubramanian9b on the dehyration of

porous Vycor glass indicates that:

(i) all of physically adsorbed water can be removed from the glass

when evacuated at room temperature. However, in this work, IR

spectra of porous Vycor glass evacuated at even 200 to 400oC for

several hours still showed a broad absorption band at about

3600 cm- 1 indicating the presence of some physically adsorbed

water, though the intensity of this 'oand decreases with increase in

temperature of evacuation. The most efficient removal of adsorbed

water could only be accomplished by evacuating and heating at 700

to 750oC for 4 to 6 hours. Thus, only some of the physically adsorbed

water could actually be removed from the glass when evacuated

below 200oC.

(ii) species which aÍe more tightly bound than physically adsorbed

water aÍe removed by degassing at temperatures below 200oC and



more of such species continue to desorb at

2000c.

6

temperatures above

(iii) the surf ace atea decreases with increasing degassing

temperature but significant decreases occurred only above 500oC.

(iv) fully hydroxylated surfaces exist below 6000C, some surface

silicon atoms possibly carrying more than one hydroxyl group.

(v) above 6000C

their environment

(vi) degassing at

geminal hydroxyl

free hydroxyl groups which do not interact with

to any great extent, begin to appear.

300oC leaves much of the surface covered with

groups.

(vii) degassing above 300oC may by mechanism:go

H

the

H

I
o

H

I

o

H

I

o

H

I

o

H

I o
o

+ HzO 1-1

t\
(viii) migration of boron to the glass surface occurs above 600oC.

Much information has also been given by Low and

Ramasubramanian9c in their work on the sorption of water by

porous glass. The infrared spectroscopic results indicated that the

changes produced on well dehydroxylated porous glass surfaces by

water sorption involved interaction with the 3703 cm-l band of B-OH

groups which increased markedly in intensity and shifted to lower

)("x
I

Si
1.,\* 

r/i'
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frequencies. The intensity increase of the silanol band was found to

be much less pronounced than that of the ts-OH band. These results

indicated that water sorption produced a larger amount of B-OH

groups than Si-OF{ groups. The imbalance in the numbers of Si-OH

and B-OH groups was attributed to the distruption of B-O-B bridges

to a greater extent than Si-O-Si or Si-O-B bridges thereby pointing to

the existence of some BzO I aggregates or "islands" on the glass

surface. Water sorption may then occur on these islands. These

workers showed that water adsorption at low relative pressures

caused an absorption near 3600 cm- 1 which was ascribed to

molecular water adsorbed on boron on the glass surface. Their

results indicated that the spectra of water adsorbed on fluorinated

and untreated porous glass were the same. Hence, the same reaction

centers (or adsorption sites) predominated in both cases and these

were not surface silanol groups. Unlike pure silica which is quite

hydrophobic when highly degassed, the siloxane bridges on porous

glass were more readily attacked than those of pure silica. This

greater siloxane-water reaction of porous glass than pure silica was

then attributed to the presence of surface boron, molecular water

adsorbed on B-OH groups and boria islands adjacent to the

adsorption centres.

1-"3 Ð[ectnoxa spåx] E"esom&E?ce (ESR.)

This work is not really an ESR study but the technique was

rather used as an analytical tool to study the kinetics of the decay of

methyl and ethyl radicals adsorbed on porous Vycor glass surface. A

comprehensive description of ESR as a field of study is given in a
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number of books.11-13 The following discussion, therefore, considers

only the basic principles of the technique.

Electron spin resonance (ESR.) or electron paramagnetic

resonance (EPR ) is based on transitions between energy levels

produced by the action of a magnetic field on an unpaired electron.

The following substances can be studied by ESR spectroscopy due to

their possession of unpaired electrons:

(i) Free radicals; these occur

reactions and as more-or-less

photochemical, electrochemical

more unpaired electrons.

as transient intermediates in chemical

stable species produced by chemical,

or other means. They have one or

(ii) Transition metal ions either in the solid state or in solution.

(iii) Triplet electronic states.

ESR signals also originate in structural defects in crystals and in

electrons in semiconductors (cyclotron resonance).

1.3.3. Fx"ümcåpåes

The application of a magnetic field H to the unpaired spin of an

electron causes a torque to act to align the magnetic dipole of the

electron either parallel or antipa:rallel to the direction of the

magnetic field; the only two allowable orientations. The electron

dipole precesses about the axis of the applied field at a frequency, u,

which varies directly with the electron magnetic moment and the
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applied magnetic field. When an electron is placed in a magnetic

field, its energy will be changed by a definite amount given by:

E=!¿H=-gpsF{ -+7129þ}J:

where H=magnetic field strength; F=magetic moment; g=spectroscopic

splitting factor (or the g-factor or gyromagnetic ratio) which is a

function of the environment of the electron - for a free electron, g is
approximately equal to 2 (or more precisely 2.00229 due to
relativity effects);14 P=magnitude of the magnetic dipole, the Bohr

magneto n-9 .27 32xL0-28 joule/gauss; s=spin quantum number which

is either +Il2 (spin aligned parallel to the direction of the magnetic

field) or -112 (spin aligned antiparallel to the field).

In the presence of a magnetic field, electrons with spin +LlZ

will decrease in energy by an amount llzgþ}{ while those with spin

-ll2 will increase in energy by a like amount. Ffence, the difference

in energy between the two levels is:

ÂE=gBH=hv
This splitting of energy levels is shown in figure 1-3.

s=-U2

t-2

L-3

A

nn.reV 
I

r/2Eo

H=0
Energy level for
zero magnetic field

s=+1/2

Figure 1-3: splitting of energy levels by a magnetic field.

For a free electron, the frequency of absorption, r, is given by:
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(or 2.8026 Mclsecl gauss)

At H=3400 G, ÀE=6.3x10-24 joule/molecule or 3.8 J/mol. and

u=9500 Mc/sec. This frequency lies in the microwave region of the

electromagnetic spectrum. Hence, instrumentation used will involve

radar-type components: microwave cavities, klystrons and

waveguides.

The relative population of the two energy levels separated by

AE is governed by Boltzmann distribution given by:

nupper/nlower = e-^E/kT

where k=Boltzmann constant ( 1'3 I x7 0-23 J/K), T=absolute

temperature. At 300 K for a species for which E=2 and H=3400 G, the

relative population of the two energy levels is 0'9984 so that for

every 1000 electrons in the low energy state, 998 are in the high

energy state. The net absorption and therefore, the sensitivity,

depends on the difference in relative populations nupprr and ûlower

so that working at H=3400 G will give a higher sensitivity than

working at lower field strengths (other factors being assumed equal).

A relatively high sensitivity can be obtained by working at low

temperatures.

4"3.2 S aÉa¡ratåoxa efflects

u = gBF{/h = 2.8026xI06 cycles/sec/gauss

Due to very small population difference, it

possible to produce sufficient rate of transitions

r-4

sometimes

cause the

1-5

1S

to
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population of the higher energy state to be equal to that of the lower

one so that the rate of absorption of energy, which depends on the

population difference diminishes. This phenomenom is known as

"saturation". When saturation occurs, the signal level decreases as the

microwave power is increased and the signal broadens.

Saturation depends on the intensity of the microwave radiation

and upon the time required for an unpaired spin in the upper level

to fall to the lower level. This time is related to the spin-lattice

relaxation time, T1, which is a measure of the interaction of the

unpaired elecron with the surrounding molecules (the lattice). Spin-

lattice relaxation is one mechanism by which energy absorbed and

stored in the upper state ean be dissipated in such a manner as to

allow return to the ground state. The process provides paths by

which the excess spin energy finds its way into the vibrations and

rotations of the surrounding molecules. The spin-lattice relaxation

time is the time for the spin system to lose llsth of its energy. Rapid

dissipation of energy (i.e. short Tr ) is required if the population

difference of the spin states is to be maintained. Slow spin-lattice

relaxation, which occurs frequently in systems containing free

radícals, especially at low temperatures, can cause saturation of the

spin system.

3..3.3 F{ypenfüxae ümÉenacúåoxas

Well resolved ESR spectra of many substances contain

additional splitting or "hyperfine structure". Hyperfine structure

allows identification of the paramagnetic unpaired substance and
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provides information on the chemical environment of the electron

and distribution of electron density.

Hyperfine interaction is the effect of the magnetic moments of

nuclei on the ESR spectrum leading to a splitting of the ESR line to

give hyperfine structure. From the number and intensity distribution

of the spectral lines, one can tell how many nuclei interact with the

radical electron. The energies of a coupled level are given by:

E=gÊM.H+ahMl

where a=hyperfine coupling (or

number of the coupling nucleus

electron.

1-6

splitting) constant, Ml=spin quantum

and Ms=SPin quantum number of the

The selection rules for allowed ESR transitions are ÂM¡=Q and

AMr-+l. A single nucleus of spin [-ll2 (e.g. lH, 19p, 13ç, 15¡r¡ ¿n¿ 31p¡

will cause a. splitting into two lines of equal intensity (Figure l-4).

For hydrogen, the hyperfine splitting constant, a, is 508 gauss.

Interaction with a single deuterium or nitrogen nucleus (2*l or

14N, I=1) will cause a splitting into three lines of equal intensity. In

general, a single nucleus of spin I will cause a splitting into 2I+1 lines

so that interactions in Mn(II) $-512) give rise to a. six-line spectrum,

those in 14N (I=1) give rise to a three-line spectrum and those in

V(IV) (l-712) to an eight-line spectrum.
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No applied field.

Field H.
No proton. Field H.

Interaction
proton.

(a)

I= -I/2

I=+U2

with

Figure 1-4: (a) splitting of energy levels by a magnetic field H and by
interaction with one proton, (b) splitting of spectral line.

Interaction with one proton.
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If several magnetic nuclei are present, the situation becomes

more complicated. Generally, where there aÍe n equivalent nuclei of

spin I, the resulting spectrum involves (2nI+1) lines e.g. two

equivalent 14N nuclei produce a five-line spectrum. The relative

intensities of the resulting lines follow the coefficients of the

binomial expansion. In the case of methyl radicals, the unpaired

electron interacts with three equivalent protons so that a quartet is

produced with relative intensities 1 :3:3: 1. This has been

experimentally observed.l

If an unpaired electron couples with non-equivalent protons,

each proton will have its own coupling constant. In general, two sets

of n and m equivalent protons in a molecule will produce a spectrum

with (n+1)(m+1) maximum number of hyperfine lines.

ß,"3"4 Qaaaxatitative ameåysås

The integrated intensity is usually related to the concentration

of the paramagnetic species by comparison with a standard. The aÍea

enclosed by either the unsaturated absorption or dispersion signal is

proportional to the number of unpaired electron spins in the sample.

Provided that the linewidth is kept constant, the peak heigths of the

first derivative which are easier to measure than peak areas are also

linearly propotional to concentration generally in the concentration

range of 10-7 to 10-3 M.15 At higher concentrations, the linewidth

changes and linearity breaks down. To determine the concentration,

comparison is made with a standard containing a known number of
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unpaired electrons and having the same trine shape as the unknown

(Gaussian or Lorentzian). Suggested standards are:

( 1) Standard solutions or mixtures of the substance being

determined. When these are available, as in the determination of

manganese(II) or vanadium(Iv), they would represent the best kind

of standards.

(2) Standards which contain a known number of unpaired spins.

Examples are solid samples or solutions of stable free radicals such as

2,Z-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPI{) or peroxylamine disulphonate.

DPPH which is frequently used, has a molecular weight of 394 and

contains 1'5 3 x l02l unpaired spins per gram.14 A crystal of

CuSO¿'5H2O has also been uss6.12'14,t6,17

(3) Secondary standards such

charred dextrose or synthetic

generally be stable and have

If the spin concentration of

sample, more accurate results

as powdered charcoal diluted in KCl,

ruby can be used.l4 Standards should

linewidths close to that of the sample.

the standard is close to that of the

will be obtained.

1"3.5 MaÉ¡"üx-åsoEaÉed ÐPR

It was not until recently that the technique of electron

paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy was extensively used for

detecting surface-generated gas phase radicals during catalytic

processes. The matrix-isolated EPR which involves the coupling of

electron paramagnetic resonance spectroscopy with cryogenic

trapping 18,19 has also proven very useful not only for detecting



surface-generated gas phase

insight into overall reaction

studies involving the use of

Driscoll et. aI.18

16

radicals but also for providing new

mechanisrns.lS A brief review of early

matrix-isolation EPR has been given by

The full description of an efficient and versatile matrix-

isolation EPR system which was recently designed and built by

Martir and l-unsford2O has been given. nt is possible to use this

system not only for detecting the formation of gas-phase radicals,

but also for determining the amounts of radicals produced. The

versatility of the system allows easy examination of a wide variety

of different solids and gas reactants. Spin concentrations (or amounts

of radicals) are obtained from double integration of the recorded EPR

spectrum of the unknown and a standard. In all cases, the standard,

which is also used to determine g values is a phosphorus-doped

silicon chip. Although the system is primarily designed for the

detection of surface generated gas-phase radicals, mass spectrometry

or gas chromatography analysis can also be used to obtain stable

product distributions.

tr..3"6 ÐPR (on"

aåXcyE Ë"adücaås

ESR,) stu¡dües sErE faae sÉahiååzed

Electron spin (or paramagnetic) resonance has been found to be

very useful in the characterization of solid surfaces and in the

elucidation of active surface sites as well as surface reactions. The

alkyl radicals have been found to be primary intermediates in many

reactions involving hydrocarbons. For instance, the alkyl radical is

0fl
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usually the first product in the pyrolysis and combustion of

hyrocarbons. Such radicals have been detected and stabilized in

glasses at low temperatures and on surfaces at low and ambient

temperatures. The technique of E,SR bas been widely used by various

workers in this regard.

Gordy and McCormick2l were the first to report an ESR study of

the CF{3 and CzF{s radicals. They investigated the X-ray decmposition

of CHg and CzF{ 5 compounds of zinc, mercury and tin at 77 K .

Irradiated Zn(CH3)2 was found to give a quartet having a total spread

of 70 to 80 gauss which decayed over a period of ten days. The

quartet was said to be due to the CH3 radical trapped in a

symmetrical cage and rapidly inverting (non-planar) at 77 K .

IJg(C2}I)2, on irradiation, produced a 6-line spectrum (1:5:10:10:5:1)

which was attributed to CzHs where the five protons were equally

coupled to the spin vector of the odd electron. The review of other

early ESR studies of alkyl radicals has been given by Garbutt.a

Gesser's review of ESR studies of alkyl radicals adsorbed on

porous Vycor glass indicates that some of the earliest ESR studies of

surface stabilized radicals were done by Russian workers. For

example, the ESR of CH3 radicals adsorbed on silica gel at low

temperatures has been studied by Pariiskii et. a1.22 The CHg radicals

were produced by first adsorbing methyl iodide at room temperature

on silica gel having a specific area of 700 mzlg, after outgassing the

gel in a vacuum for six hours at 573 K. The silica gel samples were

then irradiated at 77 K for 4 to 6 hours with a UV source. The ESR

spectra, recorded at 77 K, consisteci of four lines of l-2 G width,
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spaced 24.2+0.5 G apart, and the g-factor was 2.OO 1+0.001. The

relative intensities of the four lines were found to be 1:8.5:13:2.5

instead of the binomial values 1:3:3:1. F{owever, the spectrum was

still attributed to the CÍ{3 radical. Incomplete neutralization of the

anisotropic hyperfine spin-orbital interactions were reported to be

responsible for the unusual relative amplitudes. The CH3 radical was

thought to be bound to the surface by a one-electron bond due to

attraction of the unpaired electron to the adsorbent. This makes only

the rotation about the 3-fold symmetry axis to remain. Flowever, the

small linewidths of l-2 gauss obtained indicates that there are still

other motions of the stabilized CF{g radicals. The CHg was found to be

very stable on the silica gel surface. Gesser's reviewl also reports

that Kazanskii and Pariiskii23 have shown Cz}js radicals to be quite

stable on silica gel surface especially at elevated temperatures by

observation of the ESR spectra of the radicals after y-irradi ating

ethane adsorbed on silica gel at 77 K. The reported values of proton

hyperfine splitting constants ate lcrHl=20.5 G and lþHl=27 G. These

workers considered CzF{s radicals to be bound to the surface at one

end only. They reported that the adsorbed radical resembles an

entirely free one very closely and that its free electron should not

participate to a considerable extent in forming a chemical bond with

the surface.

Noble et. a1.24 have shown that CFI3 radicals may be stabilized

for long periods in zeolites at temperatures below 90 K. These

radicals were produced by y-irradiation of methane sorbed on

synthetic zeolite (T{arzt(AtOùtz(SiOz)n1.27 H2O, Linde Type A).

Several unidentified species were detected besides the more stable
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C Ë{ g radical. The CF{g radical was reported to have the following

parameters: g-2.0026i lalll=2I.9 G; relative intensities 1.0:3.I:2'8:0'9.

Turkevich and Fujita25 were the firs6 to report CF{3 radicals stabilized

on porous Vycor glass, PVG (Corning glass No 7980). The CF{3 radicals

were produced by {JV photolysis of adsorbed methyl iodide.

Many other workers have reported various studies on alkyl

radicals formed and stabilized on surfaces at low temperatures. An

excellent review of all the studies done up to 1989 was recently

given by Gesser.l

Fnoduction of nadicals

Gesserl reported in his review that methyl radicals have been

formed and stabilized on surfaces by (a) y-irradiation of adsorbed

CH4, CH3C1 or CH3I at 77 K, (b) the UV photolysis of adsorbed CH3I at

7J K, (c) the photosensitized decomposition of CH4 on PVG coated

with V2O5 or MoO3 or on ZnO with Î, > 400nm, (d) the triphenylamine

photosensitizeddecompositionofadsorbedCFI3Brat77KandÀ<

300nm (e) the photolysis of adsorbed trimethylamine,

dimethylamine and tetramethylurea and azomethane at 77 K. Ethyl

radicals were surface stabilized by y-radiolysis of ethane, ethylene

and ethyl chloride adsorbed at 77 K. Methyl radicals were also

detected at room temperature when AI(CF{3)3 adsorbed on silica was

exposed to air or oxygen. All the required references have been

given by Gesserl in his review. Gesser's review also reported that no

stabilized alkyl radicals were detected at 77 K when the following

adsorbed substances were UV photolysed; methyl ethyl ketone,

acetone, dimethylmercury, C2H5I, i-C3Í{7I, C6FI5CH3, C6H5CH2CI. It is
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reported that it has also not been possible to produce and stabilize

the methylene radical, CþIz, by photolysis of ketene on FVG.

Gesser's review indicates that consistency is lacking in the

reported studies of CF{3 stabilized on PVG or other surfaces. nt is

hoped that this work and other future studies will help to solve this

problem.

ß,"4 ReaaÉåox¡s rf aåB<yå s"adåaaås

ß..4"ß. Gexaeraå n"eacfåoaas rfl a[]<yB nadücaås åx? 6Ãae ges

phase
(A) Abstractiom

Free radical abstraction reactions are those in which a free

radical removes an atom from a stable molecule to produce a

molecule and another free radical. The commonest type is one

involving the transfer of an hydrogen atom.

Extensive studies have been conducted on abstraction reactions

by methyl radical of the type:

CFtr¡'+ R.H 

-> 
CFtr4 + R.' t-7

where RH is any hydrogen-containing compound. It has been

establish 
"¿26'27 

that the activation energy for the above reaction is

greater when RH is an hydrocarbon containing primary hydrogen

atoms than where RI{ is an hydrocarbon containing primary and

secondary hydrogen atoms which in turn has greater activation

energy than the ¡eactions where RFI has primary, secondary and

tertiary hydrogen atoms.

Boddy and Steacie2S have also studied the abstraction reactions

by ethyl radicals. They produced deuterated ethyl radicals by

photolysis of 3-pentanone-d19. They then determined the activation
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energies of their hydrogen abstraction reactions with neo-pentane,

n-butane and iso-butane to be 52.7, 43.5 and 37 kJ mol- 1

respectively. In each case, the ethyl radical abstraction reaction was

found to have a higher activation energy than the methyl radical

reaction.

(ts).{dditiom

This involves the addition of a free radical to a stable molecule

to form a bigger radical:

Rr + Ar-Az + R,A1 A2

A typical example is:

CHg'+ C2H4 4 CsHz'

It is very difficult to study this type of reaction due to the large

numbers of other reactions which could occur at the same time. For

example, in the above case, besides the addition reaction, one could

also get methyl radical recombination, hydrogen atom abstraction,

dimerization of propyl radicals, disproportionation to propylene and

propane, decomposition to propylene and propane, or to a methyl

radical and ethylene, or to an hydrogen atom and propylene. It is

also possible for methyl radicals to abstract an hydrogen atom from

ethylene to form vinyl radicals leading to a series of other reactions.

Mandelcorn and Steacie29 did much work on the addition of

methyl radicals to olefines. The activation energies for the addition of

methyl radicals to ethylene, propylene, acetylene and butadiene

were found to be 29, 25, 23 and approximately 10 kJ mol- 1

respectively.

James and Steacie3O have also studied the addition of ethyl

radicals to unsaturated hyrocarbons. These workers were mainly

1-8

1-9
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interested in correlating the structure of an olefine and the activation

energy for the addition of the radical to that olefine. On selecting

hydrocarbons as representatives of the classes: 1-alkyne, 1-alkene

and 2-methyl 1-alkene, they obtained activation energies of 3'7+2,

29+7 and 24+4 kJ mol-l respectively. The absolute value for the

addition rate constant for l-heptene was found to be:

k = 1.9x1011 exp(-33.47 t 2.93)/RT cm3 mol-l sec-l; energy is in kJ

mol-1.

(A) ÐecornpositÍon

This involves the breakdown of a larger free radical into a

molecule and a smaller radical, e.g.

RAr- A2- R'+ At- At 1 -10

The decomposition reactions of ethyl, propyl, n-butyl and

isobutyl radicals have been investigated by Bywater and Steacie.3 1

Their results indicated that the activation energies are quite high

ranging from 165 kJ mol-l for the ethyl:

CzHs+ C2H4 + F{' 1-1 1

to 96 kJ mol-l for the decomposition of n-butyl:

n-CaHe --""+ CsHo + CH3'

Trotman-Dickens on32 has been able to classify the majority of

unimolecular decompositions of free radicals into two, namely: (1)

those in which the radicals lose methyl radicals (e.g. reaction l-12)

and have activation energies of 63-146 kJ mol-l (2) those in which

an hydrogen atom is lost and have activation energies around L67 kJ

mol- 1 (e.g. reaction 1-1 1). The difference in activation energy for

these two classes of decomposition is of the same order of magnitude

L-t2
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as is the difference between the strengths of C-C and C-F{ bonds (i.e.

348 and 4LZ kJ mol-l at 298 K, respectively33¡.

(Ð) R.econahiraatioxr axed ÐísproponfñomaÉioxe

This involves the combination of two free radicals to form

molecules. For example, we have:

(Recombination): CHs'+ C2H5'*- C¡Ftrs L-L3a

1-13b

case of

(Disproportionation): CH¡'+ C2Hs' -+ CH4 + CzE{,

Only the recombination reaction is possible for the

reaction of two methyl radicals:

CH¡' + CH3'-I* CzHo

This reaction was found to have a rate constant of 4-5 x 1913 sm3

mol-l sec-l at l25oc with an activation energy of 0X2.93 kJ mol-l
independent of the source of methyl radicals.34 In 1980, Baulch and

Duxbury35 recommended a value of (2.4X0.4) x 1013 cm3 mol-l sec-1

as the best value for the rate constant for the recombination of

methyl radicals in the temperature range 250-420 K. The

recommendation of these workers was based on their evaluation of

the literature data available until 197 8. They reported that

experimental points suggested arr activation energy of 0+ 1 '5 kJ mol- 1

for the methyl radicals recombination in the temperature range 250-

500 K. In a later work, Arthur3 6 used molecular modulation

spectromeffy (m.m.s.) technique to determine the rate constant for

CHg recombination at 302 K and 80-575 torr and obtained a value of

(2'4!0.3) x 1013 cm3 mol-1 sec-1 in excellent agreement with the

value obtained earlier by Parkes et. aI.37 in their investigation using

the same technique. The radicals were produced by periodic

r-t4
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photolysis of azomethane at = 350 nm in a static system and were

followed using their uV absorption et 216-4 nm. Arthur and Biordi3 B

have also recently used the rotating sector technique to determine

the rate constants for CFtr¡ recombination in the temperature range

373-463 K and a pressure of 30 torr. The radicals were produced by

the photolysis of acetone. They obtained a value of (2.8Lt0.22) x

1 0 13 c m 3 mol- 1 sec- 1. These workers3 8 also evaluated all the

available data and then suggested a value of (2.810.4) x 1013 cm3

mol-l sec-l as the best value for the rate constant for CFI3 radicals

recombination in the temperature range 295-450 K.

In the case of ethyl radicals, both recombination (reaction 1-

15) and disproportionation (reaction 1-16) reactions ate possible:

CzHs' + C2Hs' "'-_----ø- C+Ftrro

CzHs' + C2Hs' --"-"-'&- CzHq + C2H6

Shepp and Kutschke39 have studied the recombination reaction

1-15. Using the rotating sector technique, they found the rate

constant, k1- 15, for the recombination of ethyl radicals to be

(1.511)x1013, (2.0+0.5)x1013 and (4.2X0.8)x1013 cm3 mol-l sec-1 ar

50oC, 100oC and 150oC respectively. An activation energy of 8.4+4 kJ

m o 1 - 1 was obtained for the recombination reaction. The

disproportionation reaction 1-16 has also been studied by lvin and

Steacie4O who made an Arrhenius plot of k1-to/kt-ts and obtained

Er-lo - E1-15 to be equal to 3.3+0.8 kJ mol-l. Taken with the value of

8.4X4 kJ mol-l obtained by Shepp and Kutschke39, one then obtains a

value of 12t5 kJ mol-l for the activation energy Et-to for the

di sproportionation reaction. The ratio of the rate of

1- 15

r-16
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disproportionation to the rate of recombination has been reported by

Ausloos and Steacie4l to be 0.12510'01. Similarly, in the presence of

both methyl and ethyl radicals, these workers showed that this ratio

for the reactions 1-13b to l-l3a was only 0.04. É{owever, it is now

almost universally accepted that the ratio of the rate of

disproportionation to the rate of recombination of ethyl radicals is

0.t4 in the temperature range 300-500 9.42,43 Recently, Arthur42

used the molecular modulation spectrometry technique to measure

the overall rate constants for the combination of ethyl radicals in the

temperature range 3OI-373 K. The radicals were produced by the

periodic photolysis of azoethane at À = 350 nm and were monitored

by means of their UV absorptions at l, - 250 nm. This worker

reported that the rate constants obtained did not show any definite

trend with temperature over the temperature range involved

implying a zero activation energy in contrast with the value of 8.4+4

kJ mol-l obtained by Shepp and Kutschke.3g A value of (1.12+0.19) x

1 0 13 cm3 mol- 1 sec- 1 was obtained as the overall rate constant for

the combination of ethyl radicals. On comparing his results with

those available in the literature, Arthur4z was then able to suggest

the value of (11.0t1.8) x 1912 ç63 mol-l sec-l as the best value for

the overall rate constant for the ethyl radical combination reaction.

Taking the disproportionation-recombination ratio to be O'L , he

obtained the values of (9.69t 1 .54) x 1612 ç p 3 mol- 1 sec-l and

(1.3 110.21) x 1912 çrn3 mol-1 sec-1 to be the corresponding

recombination and disproportionation rate constants respectively.

More recently, Dobis and Benson43 have also reported that although a

very small positive activation energy of about 0.29 kJ mol-l could be
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inferred from their data, the value of (1.20t0.04) x 7012 cm3 mol- 1

sec- I which they obtained for the disproportionation rate constant

could be regarded as essentially constant, within the precision of

their data, over the temperature range 203-343 K involved. These

workers43 used their recently improved very low pressure reactor

(VLPR) to generate ethyl radicals and study their combination

reactions at very low pressures (3 mtorr). Using the value obtained

for the disproportionation Íate constant and the disproportionation-

recombination ratio of O'14, a value of (8'5510.42) x 1012 cm3 mol-i

sec-1 was obtained for the recombination rate constant of ethyl

radicals within the temperature range 203-343 K. On comparing this

value with those available in the literature, they were able to arrive

at the conclusion that their result was the most accurate.

(Ð) [nversion on' free radical disptacernent

In this reaction, a free radical adds on to a molecule and

displaces another radical from the molecule. For example, in the

study of the photolysis of biacetyl, Blacet and Bellaa accounted for

the large yields of acetone above 80oC by the following reaction:

CHs'+ CH3COCOCH3 --=""+- CH3COCFIg + CH3CO' T-T7

in which the methyl radical displaced a larger free radical - the

acetyl radical. An activation energy of 23 kJ mol- 1 was estimated for

this reaction. The reaction was reported not to take place below 80oC.

A direct proof for the occurrcnce of such reactions has been

given by a more extensive study conducted by Pitts et. a1.45 Using

acetone as a source of methyl radicals, they postulated the following

reaction sequence when the methyl radicals were reacted with trans-

methyl propenyl ketone:
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CFI3CH=CFICOCF{3 + CF{3' + CF{3CF{=CF{CF{3 + CF{3CO'

CH3CO 4 CF{s'+ CO

1-18

1-19

These workers confirmed the above reaction sequence when they

reacted deuterated methyls with CF{3CF{=CHCF{O and on analysis of

the products found CD3CH=CHCF{3 to be the only C4 olefine produced.

It was therefore assumed that the mechanism is a free radical

displacement one represented by:

CD:'+ CH3CF{=CFICHO 4 CD3CH=CF{CFtr3 + FtrCO' I-20

Brinton46 has also postulated a free radical displacement

reaction:

CH¡'+ (CH3)2CO * CzHo + CH3CO' L-zL

to account for the large amount of ethane produced in the photolysis

of acetone at high temperatures.

(F ) F nee n'adüaal chaim reactíons

The mechanism of many rapid gas-phase reactions involves the

formation of free atoms and radicals as intermediates. These atoms

andlor radicals then react with one of the original reactants to

produce more atoms or radicals. This, so called "chain mechanism," is

repeated many times until all the reactant is used up or the chain

carriers recombine. A good example of such behaviour is the Rice-

Herzfeld4T reaction scheme which was postulated to account for the

low activation energy involved in the thermal decomposition of

saturated hydrocarbons. The mechanism can be represented as

follows:



k1
(1) I\4 :k^Rl + Rr

(2) Rr+N{:# R.H+R2
(3) Rr-L.R1 +M
(4) R1 + R2 

-& 

a/r

(5) R.1 +R1 

-5* 

N{*

(6) R2 + R2 

-&* 

My

In the first step, the reacting molecule M first

radicals involving the rupture of a 348 kJ mol-l

The radical R1' plays no part in further reactions.

28

r -22

L-23

L -24

L -25a

r-25b
l-25c

dissociates into two

carbon-carbon bond.

The steps 2 to 4 are

then initiated by abstraction of an hydrogen atom to produce a stable

compound RH and a new radical R2. This radical dissociates to give R1

again and an additional molecule M'. Steps 2 and 3 constitute a chain

process which can only be broken when (i) the radicals R1 and Rz

combine to form a third molecule M" (reaction l-25a) or (ii) the

radicals R1 combine with each other to form a fourth molecule Mx

(reaction 1-25b) or (iii) the radicals Rz combine with each other to

form a fifth molecule My (reaction l-25c).

ß,"4"2 Soneae ã"eaaúåoxrs of aå&<yl n'adtcaås clxn swx"faces

Alkyl radicals have been found to be involved in many surface

reactions. A few of these reactions will now be discussed.

Turkevich and Fujita25 have studied the reactivity of methyl

radicals with several gases on porous Vycor glass at room

temperature. Both hydrogen and deuterium were found to have a

pronounced effect on the intensity of the methyl radical signal

though the reactivity of deuterium was much lower than that of

hydrogen. These workers reported that both oxygen and nitrogen
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monoxide reacted readily but the rate of reaction was found to be

lower than that with hydrogen. N{ethane was also observed to cause

a slight decrease in signal intensity which they attributed to

hydrogen impurity. Evacuation of the signal did not restore the loss

in signal. Ethylene was found to show no appreciable decrease in the

signal intensity. Methyl iodide showed some decrease in the signal of

the methyl radicals but this loss in signal intensity was recovered on

evacuation. These workers then attributed the disappearance of the

signal to either the gradual diffusion of the methyl iodide into the

pores containing CHg radical and broadening of the signal due to

shortening of their lifetime as a result of the reaction:

CH¡'+ CH3I- CH3I + CH3' l-26

or to the change in the Q of the cavity since the dielectric constant of

CH3I is 7. These workers also reported that methyl radicals did not

react with ethane, n-butane and toluene.

The photolysis of azomethane has been investigated by (1)

Jones and Steacie4S in the temperature range 24 to 190oC, by (2)

Tobya9 from -47 to +50oC and by (3) Toby and Weiss50 in the

temperature range 25 to 1B0oC. The following reactions have been

proposed to be the main features of the photolysis:

(CH3)N2+hv .----* 2CH3'+Nz
zCH3' kt * CzHe

r-27

L-28

t-29CHg'+ (CH3)2N2 k, *. CFI+ + 'CH2N2CH3

Hence, it follows that

R(CH¿)/ [R(CzHe) Trtz.lA) = k2lk1U2 1-30
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where A = azomethane. T'he quantum yield of nitrogen formation at

366 nm was found to be unity and independent of temperature. S

Jones and Steacie4S obtained a value of 32 kT mol-l for the activation

energy difference Ez-llzEt. These workers also gave evidence for the

association reaction between methyl and azomethane and obtained

an activation energy of 27 kJ mol-l for this reaction. In a later work,

Tobya9 studied the effects of wavelength, inert gas concentration and

surface on the gas phase photolysis of azomethane and observed

Arrhenius curvature below -1OoC which increased when a photolysis

cell of greater surface to volume ratio was used and decreased when

the light beam was passed through the centre of the cell only. The

curvature was attributed to a competing heterogenous reaction

(reaction 1-31) between methyl radicals and azomethane adsorbed

on the cell wall:

CH¡'+ (CH3)2N2-wall -+È CH4 +'CF{2N2CH3 1-31

In theír study of the effects of third body on the combination of

methyl radicals produced by photolysis of azomethane, Toby and

Weiss50 assumed that ethane was formed via a third body

mechanism represented by:

?CH3 czHo
a--'5-- r -32

r-33CrHo*+fu{r c Þ CzlHs+hdr

where Mt represents an appropriate third body. The azomethane

was also assumed to be the only third body. Their results indicated

that there was a third body effect though this effect was only

apparent at higher pressures than in the corresponding case of the

photolysis of acetone. Acetone was then reported to be
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approximately three times as efficient et deactivating the ethane

complex as is azomethane.

Definitive evidence has been provided for hydrogen atom

abstraction by thermal methyl radicals in crystalline acetonitrile5 I

and methyl isocyanide52 at 77 K and higher temperatures as

represented by the reactions L-34 and 1-35 respectively:

CF{¡'+ CH3CN *- CHa +'CF{2CÞ{

CH¡'+ CH3h{C 4 CF{a +'CH2NC

These reactions in the solid state were found to have apparent

activation energies (ca. 5.8 kJ mol-l at 77 K51) which are much lower

than the value of 4L.8+2.1 kJ mol-l obtained for the corresponding

reaction of CDg radicals with acetonitrile in the gas phase bçtween

373 and 573 K.53 However, it has been shown that these unusually

low activation energies result from a. very large contribution from

quantum mechanical tunnelling at low temperatures.S4 In a later

work, Campion and Williams55 presented a convincing demonstration

of a thermal hydrogen atom abstraction by CH¡ radicals in a

methanol-d glass at 77 \<. The reaction was found to proceed with the

concomitant formation of the CHzOD radical. They reported a first

order kinetics for the reaction over 75Vo of its course and obtained

good agreement between the rate constants as determined from the

decay of CH3 and the growth of C[I2OD. These workers also found that

at 77 K, the rates of the hydrogen atom abstraction by CH¡ from

CH3OD and CH3OH are comparable, but the rate of CFI3 decay in CD3OD

was found to be much slower by more than three orders of

magnitude. This large deuterium isotope effect therefore comfirmed

r-34

1-35
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that abstraction occurred mainly from the hydrogens of the methyl

group. An activation energy of 4 kJ mol-l which they obtained for the

abstraction reaction in the glassy sÍate between 67 and 77 K was

much lower than the value of 34 t 0.8 kJ mol- 1 which was reported

earlier for essentially the same reacrion in the gas phase at 376 to

49 2 K. 56 Since all these observations are similar to the results

obtained earlier for hydrogen atom abstraction by CH¡ radicals from

acetonitrile and methyl isocyanide, it was concluded that the decay

of methyl radicals by hydrogen atom abstraction in methanol glasses

also occurred mainly by quantum mechanical tunnelling at low

temperatures.

Oduwole and Wiseall57 have also reported the results of their

work on the reactivity of radiolytically produced methyl radicals

stabilized at 300 K on basic and neutral alumina. In contrast with the

observations of Turkevich and Fujita,25 these workers reported that

the stabilized methyl radical on Al2O 3 did not show any reaçtion with

oxygen and hydrogen and showed almost complete recovery of the

signal with water vapour, methyl iodide, acetone and methanol upon

evacuation. Linewidth of CF{3 radicals on Al2O3 were found to be two

to four times wider than on PVG and this was interpreted to imply

that the CHg radical is fixed and immobilized at an inaccessible site

on the alumina surface.

Lunsford and co-wokersS 8 have also used the technique of

matrix isolation ESR to study the reactions of methyl radicals with

certain members of the lanthanide oxide series. They reported that

methyl radicals reacted extensively with the surfaces of CeO2, ProO t t

and Tb4O7, all of which have multiple cationic oxidation states while
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the oxides tr-a2o3, Nd2O3, Sm2O3, Eu2O3 and Yb2O3 reacted with CH3

radicals to only a small extent. F{ence, the former group of oxides

were reported to be ineffective in generating CF{¡ radicals which

emanate into the gas phase and it was suggested by these workers

that it was likely that the yr.3+ ¡yr'4+ multivalency in these three

oxides facilitated the electron transfer needed to generate methoxide

species, according to the equation:

¡4(n+1)+62- + CF{3 # hdn"locHr¡- 1-36

Infrared and ESR evidence suggests that methyl radicals react with

supported MoO¡ by a similar reaction.59 Lunsford and his co-

workers58 also showed that the reaction of CeO2 with CHg radicals

was strongly inhibited by adding Na2C O 3 thereby enhancing the

production of radicals. This effect was manifested in the catalytic

properties of CeOz which is a complete oxidation catalyst in its pure

form but becomes a good catalyst for the oxidative coupling of

methane on addition of NazCOg.

In a later study by Tong and l-unsford,60 the kinetics and

mechanism of the reactions of CH¡ radicals with metal oxide surfaces

were determined. The sticking coefficients for CFI¡ radicals on ZnO,

CeO 2 and MgO were reported to be l.Bx1O-5, 2.1x10-6 and l.2xl0-7,
respectively. A wide range of reactivities of the metal oxides with

the CH3 radicals was reported. These metal oxides in which the

cations exhibit accessible multivalent oxidation states were found to

be highly reactive. The order of reactivity of the radicals with metal

oxides was found to be ZnO > MoO3 > NiO > CeO2> MgO = ¡i+/MgO.

These workers determined first order rate constants for the reactions

of CHg radicals with the metal oxides from the absolute sticking
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coefficients and the relative reaction rates. They reported that

methyl radicals reacted with MoO¡/SiOzby electron transfer which

was apparent in the reduction of Mo6+ to Mo5+. A similar reaction

was believed to occur on CeOz at 100oC, but their results indicated

that the electron was subsequently transferred to molecular oxygen,

forming Oz- on the surface:

tz + Ce3*------*- Ce4*Or-

Due to this reduction reaction, methoxide ions were produced and

these were then eventually converted to formate ions. The resulting

methoxide and formate ions are believed to be intermediates in the

non-selective oxidation of CH¿ to CO, COz and HzO. These workers

were then able to arrive at the following mechanism for the reaction

of CHg radicals with metal oxides:

pq(n+1)+62- + CH3 .._.* Mn*1OCHr¡-

Mn*loCHg)- + oz -'-"-Þ Mn*1o2CH)- + Hzo
Mn*1OrCH¡- -+ M'*1OH¡- + CO

2M'*(OH) + ll}Oz + 2¡4(n+1)+62- +1g'2A

Tong and Lunsford60 also reported that the methoxide ion ñây, in
addition to these reactions, decompose to form formaldehyde which

occurs during the catalytic oxidation of methanol, but that at the

temperatures which they employed for the oxidative coupling of

methane, there would be complete oxidation of the formaldehyde.

Apart from the low sticking coefficients, low activation energies of 11

and 24 kJ mol-l were also reported for the reactions of CH3 radicals

with ZnO and MgO respectively. Two mechanisms were then

proposed to interpret these low activation energies and low sticking

L-37

1-3 8

L-39

I-40
1-41
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coefficients. According to one of the mechanisms, the electrons on

weakly adsorbed CH3 radicals tunnel through the oxide ions and

reduce the metal ions close to the sucface:

r -42

The other mechanism involves the initial adsorption of a CF{3 radical

on a metal cation with a partial electron transfer. The adsorbed

CH3.0+ species then moves to a neighbouring oxide ion through a 3-

centre transition state complex, as a result of a coulombic interaction

between the positively charged ClI3 radical and the oxide ion:

cH¡'o ¡4(n+1)+02- 

-
¡4 

(n+ 1 -ô)+6 2- _---ø-1ç4 (n+ 1-õ)+62- .-+ 1-43

u.Jn,
u*ÇH,

¡4n+62-

.J",
Since a small sticking coefficient is required for the selective

oxidative dimerization of CH4 so that a CFI3 radical may reflect off a

catalyst surface many times before colliding and reacting with

another CHg radical, these workers were able to conclude that ZnO,

MoO3, NiO and CeOz are non-selective oxidation catalysts whereas

Li+/MgO is a reasonably active and selective catalyst for the

oxidative dimerization reaction.

In their study of the decay kinetics of methyl radicals on

porous Vycor glass, Fujimoto et. al.Z reported that the gas

chromatographic analysis of the products of the surface photolysis of

CFI3I at 77 K showed the presence of both CFIa and C2H6 with the ratio

CzH6lC}{4 being larger at lower surface coverage. The CH+ was
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believed to be formed by hydrogen atom abstraction by hot CFIg

radicals. They reported a cascade type of decay as the temperature

was raised from 77 K to 132K. Gesser's reviewl of ESR studies of

alkyl radicals adsorbed on porous Vycor glass has shown that other

workers have obtained similar results of the decay kinetics of CHg

radicals.

Recent studies6l of the photolysis of alkyl ketones adsorbed on

Vycor glass by hydrogen bonding have also demonstrated that the

photochemical reactions in the adsorbed layer indicated some

deviations in the reaction yields and selectivity as compared with

those in the gas phase. These studies have shown that these

deviations were generally caused by the high reactivity and high

polarity of the surface oH groups on vycor glass which seemed to

play a significant role in the reactivity and stabilization of

intermediate species in the chemical reactions. Evidence was

provided for the fact that hydrogen atom abstraction reaction from

the surface OH groups by methyl radicals occurred on the surface of

Vycor glass:

CD¡' * C> Si 

- 
oH)-* CD3I-I 

" e> Si 

- 
o) L-44

The activation energy for this abstraction reaction was found to be

less than 38 kJ mol-l being smaller than the corresponding value for

the hydrogen atom abstraction from acetone molecules.62 Hence, the

hydrogen atom abstraction from surface otI groups on vycor glass is

expected to occur more easily.
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CF{APTÐR. 2

ÐKPÐR.X&gÐNT'Ag,

Z.Å. CEaexmåe aås anad ÐqalËpnerexa6

2 "ß, "A CEaexmåcaås

Yellow mercury (II) oxide (99+Vo purity) , I,2-
dimethylhydrazine dihydrochloride (99+Vo purity) and 1,2-

diethylhydrazine dihydrochloride which were used in the

preparation of azomethane and azoethane were all reagent grade

chemicals obtained from Aldrich Chemical Company, Inc. They were

all used without further purification. Analytical reagent sodium

hydroxide (98.7Vo purity) which was used to neutralize the 1,2-

dimethylhydrazine dihydrochloride and 1,2-diethylhydrazine

dihydrochloride in the synthesis of azomethane and azoethane, was

obtained from Mallinckrodt Company Inc.

Hydrogen peroxide (307o) used in the treatment of porous

Vycor glass was analytical reagent grade. It was obtained from

Mallinckrodt Company.

2.ß..2 Ðåectnom Spåxe R.esoxraxrce SpectnoEmetex"

The ESR observations and study of the decay kinetics of methyl

and ethyl radicals adsorbed on PVG were conducted with a Varian

E-3 Electron Spin Resonance Spectrometer (Varian Associates Ltd.,

Palo Alto, California) employing 100kHz modulation.

The Varian E-3 is an X-band ESR specrromerer with the

following specifications:

Operating frequency: 8.8 to 9.6 GHz

Microwave power to cavity: 0.2 to 200 milliwatts

Field Modulation frequency: 100 kHz
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Modulation field intensity: 5x10-3 to 40 gauss

Magnetic field strength: 0-6000 gauss

Scan time: 0'5 min. to 16 hours.

Scan range: 10.025 to +104 gauss

Recorder Filter time constants: 0.1 to 100 sec.

ESR spectra were recorded on the flat-bed recorder of the

instrument.

2"ß."3 &,åeasx¡neEmeEåt of ãs3flnared $pecËa"a

A Ferkin-Elmer 881 Infrared Spectrophotometer was used to

observe the condition of the Vycor glass during its heat-vacuum pre-

treatment. A special sample holder was used to simultaneously

support, position and mask the sample in the light path of the

instrument. The same quartz sample tubes used for ESR

measurements were used for IR measurements. The IR spectra of the

empty sample tubes were taken prior to taking the spectra of the

samples to make sure that the sample tubes were IR transmitting

and did not absorb in the OH region (=2.7 V or 3700 cm-l). During

each IR measurement, a neutral density comb was placed in the

reference beam for optimum spectral presentation when necessary.

2"3,"4 Seraapen"aÉ¡-åre arEntE"on axÌd srneas{nreE?neErts

Studies on samples in the ESR cavity at -196oC were done by

using a dewar flask having a dewar "finger" extending into the

resonance cavity. The dewar flask was filled with liquid nitrogen

coolant to maintain the temperature. Studies at -183oC and -1640C

were done by keeping the sample tube containing the sample in

liquid oxygen and liquid natural gas (methane, mainly) respectively,

for a specified period of time and then transferring it quickly to the
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cavity dewar containing liquid nitrogen for ESR. measurements.

F{ence, all E,SR. rneasurements were done at liquid nitrogen

temperature (-196oC¡. F{owever, some ESR measurements were also

taken at -164oC as follows. T'he sample tube was quickly transferred

from the cavity dewar containing liquid nitrogen to a nearby dewar

containing liquid natural gas and, without rnuch loss of time, the

cavity dewar was removed, emptied of liquid nitrogen, warmed

slightly with a heat güo, filled with liquid natural gas and then

replaced. The sample tube was then re-inserted into the cavity

dewar now containing liquid natural gas and the decay at -164oC

observed. Measurements at -I64oC wete done in this way in order to

compare the results of the decay kinetics with those obtained at the

same temperature by keeping the sample in liquid natural gas for a

specified period of time and then transferring it quickly to the cavity

dewar containing liquid nitrogen for ESR measurements at -196oC.

Liquid oxygen and liquid natural gas were made by liquefying

oxygen and natural gas in liquid nitrogen. trt should be mentioned

that care was taken to ensure that the liquid natural gas had warmed

up to its boiling point before transfer to the cavity dewar (also

warmed) so as to obtain an invariant temperature in the cavity.

During all operations of the spectrometer, dry compressed air was

kept flowing continuously through the cavity so as to prevent water

from condensing in the cavity.

In his ESR study of the decay of hydrogen atoms adsorbed on

glass surfaces, tsader63 observed that the signal intensity varied

with the hydrostatic head of the coolant in the dewar, and an artifact

decay could be observed as the coolant evaporated. Hence, during
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each kinetic run on the sample, caÍe was taken to maintain the liquid

nitrogen at approximately constant level by manual additions of the

coolant. This level was chosen arbitrarily but was constant for all

run s.

Temperature measurements for the heat treatment of the

Vycor glass were made with a chromel-alumel thermocouple

connected to a pyrometer whose scale was calibrated directly in
temperature units (0o - 1 I 00oC). The measuring junction of the

thermocouple was placed in the furnace in such a way as to be in the

same position as the sample in the sample tube.

The furnace used for the heat treatment of the Vycor glass was

made of nichrome wire (= 13 ohms total resistance) wound on a

ceramic tube (=2 cm I.D.) and insulated with an asbestos paste. The

temperature of the furnace was controlled with an Ohmite variable

tran sf ormer.

2,4,5 Vac¿au¿x¡a systenT?

The schematic diagram of the vacuum system used for the

purification and handling of gases as well as the evacuation, heat

treatment and loading of Vycor glass samples is shown in Figure 2-1.

The vacuum was provided by a mercury diffusion pump along

with a mechanical, rotary oil pump.

Pressure measurements were made with a mercury

manometer mounted on the vacuum apparatus. The pressure of the

vacuum was monitored using a Veeco thermocouple vacuum gauge.
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The stopcock grease used throughout the apparatus was Dow

Corning high vacuum silicone grease (Dow Corning Corporation,

Midland, Mich. U.S.A.).

2.ß."6 Ps"oda¡c6åosa ofl xmeÉfryå eå?d e*EayB radåcaås

Methyl radicals were obtained in this work by photolysing a

known amount of azomethane adsorbed on PVG. The azomethane-

loaded PVG samples were immersed in liquid nitrogen in an

unsilvered quartz dewar flask and the photolysis was achieved at the

liquid nitrogen temperature (77 K) with an 5-500 Flanovia mercury

lamp without any filter. Ethyl radicals were obtained in a similar

manner by photolysing azoethane adsorbed on PVG.

2.2 Fx"epanaÉüo¡a @f au oxT?ethaxle

Azomethane used in this work was prepared using the method

of Renaud and Leitch.6a

A mass of 13.2930 g of t,Z-dimethylhydrazine dihydrochloride

was first dissolved in about 33 mL water and neutralised with

8'0079 g NaOH dissolved in about 33 mL water. The neutralised I,2-

dimethylhydrazine dihydrochloride was rhen added slowly, through

a dropping funnel, to a suspension of 25.1386 g of yellow

mercury(Il) oxide in 40 mL of warer. An additional 6.0027 g of

mercury(Il) oxide was added and the reaction mixture was then

stirred continuously at room temperature for two hours. When the

reaction mixture was heated, azomethane distilled over and was

collected in a liquid nitrogen trap. The azomethane was dried by slow

distillation through a U-tube containing calcium sulphate (Drierite)

on a vacuum line and introduced into the storage bulb on the
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vacuum apparatus by using trap to trtp distillation. F'igure 2-2 shows

the set-up of the apparatus used for the preparation.

2"3 FnepanaÉüoxn @f azoe6Ëaaxre

Azoethane was also synthesized using the rnethod of R.enaud

and l-eitch.64 A mass of 9.7294 g of L,Z-diethylhydrazine

dihydrochloride was first dissolved in about 13.5 mL water and

neutralised with 4.9728 g NaOF{ in 13.5 mL water. The neutralised

1,2-diethylhydrazine dihydrochloride was then added dropwise, with

the aid of a dropping funnel, to a stirred suspension of 17.3018 g of

yellow mercury(Il) oxide in about 27 mL water in a 3-necked round

bottom flask with a short fractionating column (packed with stainless

steel) and still head. The reaction mixture was quickly brought to a

boil. After aî azeotrope of azoethane and water had been collected

between 52 and 60oC, the temperature rapidly rose to about 95oC,

and the distillation was stopped. The product was then dried over

anhydrous calcium sulphate (Drierite) and introduced into the

storage bulb on the vacuum line by using trap to trap distillation

method. The set-up of the apparatus used for the preparation is

shown in Figure 2-3. The gas chromatography-mass spectrometric

analysis of the liquid obtained showed it to contain mainly azoethane

and just a little amount of another substance of mass 64.

2"4 Ðxpenåxaaexltaå pã"ocede¡res

2"4.ß. Ponou¡s \rycon" gåass

(a) Cutting and cleaning of PVG

The porous Vycor glass used in this work was obtained from

the Corning Glass Co., Corning, New York (Corning Code No. 7930). The

glass was in form of a plate. The glass was cut into small pieces in
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such a way that each piece could fit into the E,SR. sample rube. The

pieces were approximately 20 x 2 x 1 mm and weighed 50 to 100 mg

after cleaning. The Vycor glass was assumed to have a surface aÍea

of 200 tyr2¡t.5,63

The cut glass pieces were cleaned by boiling in 30Vo hydrogen

peroxide65 for 2l12hours until they became transparent. The pieces

were then rinsed in boiling deionised water, dried in the oven at

110oC for 48-72 hours and weighed.

Each weighed PVG piece was then introduced into an ESR

sample tube (Figure 2-4) for further treatment.

(b) Ðvacuation and heat tneatment

The Infrared spectra of Vycor glass samples that were

evacuated at 500oC or temperatures below 500oC for several hours

showed a broad absorption band at about 3600 cm-l indicating the

presence of some physically adsorbed water, though the intensity of

the band decreases with increase in temperature of evacuation as

can be seen in Figures 2-5 to 2-7. The adsorbed water was most

efficiently removed by heating and evacuation at 700-7500C for

several hours. Hence, in this work, the ESR sample in which each

Vycor glass was placed was connected to the vacuum system and

then subjected to heating and evacuation at about 750oC for 7-9

hours. The vacuum was better than 10-3 torr. Flowever, after such a

treatment, the sample usually blackened due to charring of organic

contaminants from packaging and handling. So, after each treatment

at 750oC, the sample was usually therrnoleached in 100-200 torr of

oxygen at 500oC for 5 hours after which the black colour disappeared
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Figure 2-5: IR.
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Figure 2-6:

h ntr ".
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as the char was converted slowly to COz, FI2O, etc. in the hot oxygen

atmosphere. After thermoleaching, the sample was then evacuated at

500oC for t hour and following this. the sample became colorless but

slightly frosted. The IR spectra taken after each treatment at 750oC

and subsequent thermoleaching usually showed clearly resolved

Si-OH and B-OF{ peaks as shown in Figure 2-8.

In the study of the effect of surface adsorbed water on the

decay of the radicals, a sample was evacuated at 300oC followed by

thermoleaching at 500oC so as to leave some adsorbed water on the

surface.

2.4"2 Gexaex'aÉåoxa of rmethy[ amd eÉ]ay[ n"adücaås

After all necessary degassing as discussed in section 2.4.L,

azomethane (or azoethane) was introduced into the ESR sample tube

containing the PVG piece in such an amount as to have the desired

surface coverage; the molecular areas of azomethane and azoethane

were calculated to be 27.9 x 10-20 and 39.3 ¡ 19-20 p2 respectively,

using the equation of Young and Crowell66. The azomethane- (or

azoethane-) loaded PVG sample was then irradiated at 77 K with the

5-500 Hanovia mercury lamp without any filter to generate methyl

(or ethyl) radicals. ESR spectra were taken at intervals during

irradiation to follow the build-up of the radicals until signals large

enough for decay studies were obtained.

2"4"3 fuflacãrnme pax"aEmetens of the ÐSR spectr@E??eteå"

The machine parameters for the ESR observation of the line

chosen for study were maximized by trial and error for both methyl
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Figure 2-8:

hours.

IR spectrum of PVG heated and evacuated at 750oC for 9



and ethyl radicals and these were then

study.

The standard instrument settings aÍe

intensity measurements were standardized

setting of 4.0 x 104 for methyl radicals

radicals.

2"4.4 &¡flease¿nenmex?6 of the g

c0mcemtnatåoeas 0fl tEae nadicaIs
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retained throughout the

shown in T'able 2-1. All

to the same receiver gain

and 8.0 x 704 for ethyl

vaåE¡es amd ahsoåa¡te

Frior to studying the decay kinetics of the radicals, the effect of

microwave power on the peak intensity was studied. For methyl

radicals, the peak intensity was found to increase with increasing

microwave power input to the resonant cavity up to 2.0 milliwatts,

and then decreased with increasing power as shown in Figure z-9"

This effect is due to saturation of the signal as discussed in section

1.3.2. Hence, a microwave power input of 1.6 mW was chosen for the

decay study. Saturation effect was also observed in the case ethyl

radicals but the ESR signal was found to saturate at about 4.o mW

power as shown in F'igure 2-10. A microwave power input of 4.0 mW

was therefore chosen for decay study of ethyl radicals.

The g values of the ESR spectra of methyl and ethyl radicals

were obtained by comparison with the value for the spectrum of. 2,2-

diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl (DPPH; g-2.0036).
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Table 2-1.: Standard instrument settings for the observation of ESR.

signals.

Erh I Radicals

Magnetic field set 3235 G

+1 xl02GMagnetic field scan

range

Modulation

amplitude

Time constant

Scan time

1.0 sec

I min

4.0 mW

Tuned

Microwave power

Microwave

frequenc

1.0 G

Methyl Radicels

3235 c

+0.5 x 102 G

1.0 sec

8 min

1.6 m'V/

Tuned
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The surface concentrations of both methyl and ethyl radicals in

s p i n s I m2 were determined by using the numerical method of

Wy ard 67 to obtain the double integration of the first derivative

signals of the radicals which were normally obtained. For each

radical, the area obtained using this method was then compared with

that obtained with a known concentration of DPPF{ in benzene.

During kinetic measurements, absolute radical concentrations were

then obtained from the peak heights of the first derivative signals

using peak height and atea correlations. The error in the spin

concentrations was estimated to be !27o. All the required detaits

about the measurement of the absolute spin concentrations as well

the raw data are given in Appendix i.

The intensity ratio of the 4-line spectrum of methyl radicals

was found in this work to be L:3.1:3.5:1'1 which is quite close to the

theoretical binomial value of 1:3:3:1. Hence, in the calculation of the

spin concentration of methyl radicals, the spectrum of the radicals

was assumed to have the binomial intensity ratio. The values of the

spin concentrations of the radicals calculated on this assumption

were only about 6vo higher than the values obtained when the

spectrum was assumed to have the experimental intensity

ratio. In the case of ethyl radicals, an intensity ratio of

1 .0: 9.8 :5. 1 : 1'3 :3 I :5 .9 :5.2:3 8 : 1 .2:4.0: 1 0 :0'94, quite different from rhe

literature y¿1¡s68'69 s¡ l:2:3:1:6:3:3:6:1 :3:2:L, was obtained because

the 12 lines obtained in this work were not completely resolved.

Consequently, the spin concentrations of the radicals calculated using

the literature value of the intensity ratio were found to be about 68Vo
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higher than the value obtained using the intensity ratio obtained in

this work. Nevertheless, the literature value of the intensity ratio

was used in the calculation of the spin concentrations of the radicals.

2"4"5 Ðecay Ecåsåe6åcs ofl Éhe nadåcaås

F'ollowing treatment of the PVG sample at 7500C and

subsequent thermoleaching at 5000C as described in section 2.4.L,

the sample was loaded at room temperature with a specific amount

of azomethane (or azoethane) and then irradiated at 77 K to genetate

signals of methyl (or ethyl) radicals large enough ro study the decay

kinetics. ESR spectra were then taken to follow the decay of the

radicals at -196oC, -183oc and -1640c using liquid nitrogen, liquid

oxygen and liquid methane respectively as described in section 2.1.4.

The studies were done at different surface coverages in order to

study the effect of surface coverage on the activation energies for the

decay of the radicals.
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CF{^APT'ÐR 3

R.ÐS{Jå,T'S ANÐ ÐTSCKJSSXTN

3"4, Ðåee 6noua SptNa Resomamce SpecÉx'a

3.ß..ß- ÐSR speaÉr'a of' rmetlayå nadfrcaRs

As mentioned earlier in section 2.4.4, the observed ESR. spectrum of

methyl radicals adsorbed on PVG shown in Figure 3-I was a quartet

with relative intensities of t:3.7:3'5:1.1 which are quite close to the

binomial values of 1:3:3:1. The hyperfine splitting constant aH=24.5 G

and the g-factor, gm, was deterrnined to be 2.0021+0.0001 by

comparison with that of a standard spectrum of 2,2-diphenyl-1-

picrylhydrazyl (DPPH; g=2.0036). The peak to peak linewidth was

found to be about 1.5 G indicating a rapid tumbling motion of the

radical.2 The hyperfine splitting constant, aH, and the g-factor, g*, for

the methyl radicals have been reporredl to be 23.4 G and 2.0024,

respectively. All the results reported here therefore indicate that

methyl radicals are formed by the irradiation of azomethane

adsorbed on porous Vycor glass using the full UV spectrum of a

medium pressute mercury arc. It should be noted that many

attempts which proved abortive were also made to generate

abnormal methyl radicals on porous Vycor glass samples.

Unsuccessful efforts were made too to generate methylperoxy

radicals by addition of oxygen to adsorbed methyl radicals.



Figure 3-1: ESR spectrum of methyl radicals adsorbed on porous Vycor
glass at 77 K.

H-+
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3"ß."2 ÐSR. speaÉE"e rf etåay[ raclåcaEs

Figure 3.2 shows the observed ESR spectrum of ethyl radicals

obtained by irradiation of azoethane adsorbed on PVG. The spectrum

consisted of 12 lines similar to the l2-line spectrum of ethyl radicals

having non-equivalent cr and B protons which has been reported6S'69

as giving an intensity ratio of I:2:3:I:6:3:3:6:1:3:2:1 and hyperfine

splitting constants of a.^}l=21 G and aBH=26.2 G. The hyperfine

splitting constants obtained in this work are acrH = 21.5 G and

a B 
H = 28 '5 G which are in good agreement with the values

reported in the literature. However, as mentioned in section 2.4.4,

the intensity ratio of the lines was found to be

1.0:9.8:5.1 : 1.3:38 :5.9:5.2:38:1.2:4'0: 10:0.94 quite different from the

ratio reported in the literature because the 12 lines obtained in this

work were not completely resolved. The linewidth was found to be

about 3.71 G and the g-factor, ge, was determined to be 2.0027. The

g-factor obtained in this work is in good agreement with the value of

2'003 reported by Katsu et. a1.70 The agreement of the hyperfine

splitting constants and the g-factor with the published spectra of

ethyl radicals therefore indicates that ethyl radicals ate produced by

irradiation of porous Vycor glass containing adsorbed azoethane

employed in this work. It should be mentioned that some unfruitful

attempts were also made to produce ethylperoxy radicals by addition

of oxygen to ethyl radicals adsorbed on PVG surfaces.
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3"3-,3 AfusoåaaÉe comcem6r"a6ãoms ofl Éåae nmdåe æås

By comparison of the ESR signals of methyl and ethyl radicals

to that of a standard DPPH sample, it was established (as clearly

shown in Appendix I) that the comcentration of the radicals in the

ESR cavity was about L0t4-1015 spins/m2 (or 1010-1911 spins/cm2)

in good agreement with the value of L017 for methyl radicals on a

PVG sample having a surface area of 35 mz as reported by Fujimoto

et. al.2 and the value of 1010 atoms/cm2 as calculated by Bader and

Ges s erT l for hydrogen atoms. This quantity of methyl and ethyl

radicals was large enough to study their decay kinetics in detail. The

raw data for the spin concenÍations of the radicals obtained during

kinetic measurements are tabulated in Appendix I.

3"2 BuåEd-aap sta¡daes

3"2.ß. Buaiåd-up ofl ualeÉhyå n"adåcaås

Figures 3.3 and 3.4 illustrate the build-up of methyl radicals as

a function of UV irradiation at 77 K on two PVG samples labelled

PVGM and PVGMI, respectively. The two PVG samples were loaded

with approximately 1 monolayer azomethane prior to UV irradiation

to generate the radicals. These build-up curves show that the

concentrations of the radicals do not approach a constant value

during their formation by photolysis of adsorbed azomethane at

7l R. This is in contrast to what was observed previouslyz,4,zs for the

build-up of methyl radicals formed by photolysis of adsorbed CH3I at

77 K. The approach to saturation in these previous studies was
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attributed to recombination of the CH¡ radicals and to the possible

back reaction of the radicals and iodine. In the present study, the

percentage of azomethane molecules that decomposed during the

3r lz to 51 lz hours of irradiation to produce methyl radicals was

estimated to be about l'41 to L.7l7o for PVG surfaces covered with

about 0.1 monolayeÍ azomethane, 0.0615 to 0.l53%o for surfaces

covered with approximately 1 monolayer azomethane and 0.0182 to

0'0255Vo for surfaces covered with about 2 monolayer azomethane

i.e. there is a gradual decrease in percentage decomposition with

increase in surface coverage (see Appendix II).Thus, the non-

approach to saturation observed in this work may be attributed to

the fact that only a very small fraction of the azomethane molecules

actually decomposed to produce methyl radicals during the period of

photolysis. The approach might probably have been observed if the

irradiation had been carried out for a much longer time to allow a

much larger fraction of the azomethane molecules to decompose to

produce methyl radicals as this might increase the probability of

recombination of the radicals during photolysis.

Figures 3-5 and 3-6 also indicate that there is no significant

change in the rate of formation of methyl radicals when they are left

to decay for several hours at 77 K after previous irradiation for a

certain period of time. This implies that during each re-irradiation,

the radicals aÍe probably still generated from the azomethane

molecules rather than from tetramethylhydrazine, the product of the

possible addition reaction of the radicals ..vith azornethane.
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Ït was observed too that methyl radicals are generated much

faster and in larger quantity on a PVG surface with low surface

coverage of azomethane (about 0.i monolayer) than on a surface

containing about 2 monolayers of azomethane. This is illustrated in

Figure 3-7. This behaviour may be attributed to the possibility of the

radicals decaying by recombination at a much slower rate during

irradiation on the low-coverage surface than on the high-coverage

surface. The results of the decay kinetics presented later in section

3.3.1 have actually shown this to be the case. The observed gradual

increase in the percentage of azomethane molecules that decomposed

during irradiation with decrease in surface coverage probably also

contributed to the higher rate of formation of the radicals on the

surface loaded with 0.1 monolayeÍ azomethane than on the surface

containing 2 monolayers azomethane.

3"2"2 BaaiEd-elp rf etlayå radåca[s

It was observed that ethyl radicals were slightly more difficult

to produce by UV irradiation of azoethane adsorbed on PVG surface;

relatively small signals of the radicals could only be observed by ESR

even after several hours of photolysis. This is illustrated in the

curves for the build-up of ethyl radicals at 77 K on two pVG samples,

PVGE and PVGE2, shown in Figures 3-B and 3-9. pvGE and pvGE2

were loaded with L.54 monolayers and 2.01 monolayers azoethane,

respectively, prior to photolysis to generate ethyl radicals. It has

been demonstratedT2 that the quantum yield for the photolysis of

gaseous azomethane is independent of pressure and remains
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approximately unity up ro a pressure of 630 torr at 3660 Å; it has,

however, been observed in this laboratoryT3 that methyl radicals

could only be produced on the surface of porous vycor glass at 77 K

when the full UV spectrum of the F{g lamp rather than light of }" >
3600 Å was used to photolyse azoruethane adsorbed on the glass. In

contrast to the result obtained for the photolysis of azomethane, it
has been shown74 that the quantum yield at 3660 .Å. for the

photodecomposition of azoethane is unity at low pressure but

decreases with increase in pressure of the azoethane molecules. This

implies that an excited azoethane molecule is probably present as an

intermediate during the photolysis and that, in the gas phase, this

photo-excited state can be pressure-quenched. This in accordance

with the results obtained by Kozak and GesserT5 in the photolysis of

triethylamine which showed that the rates of formation of products,

with the exception of hydrogen and ethylene, increased with

decrease in pressure of reactant under constant irradiation intensity

indicating that the products, except hydrogen, were formed by

dissociation of an excited triethylamine molecule which was said to

be capable of being pressure-quenched. Analogous results had

earlier been obtained by Gesser et. aI.j 6 for the photolysis of

trimethylamine. In this work, the azoethane molecules are adsorbed

on to the surface of PVG samples corresponding to a condition of high

pressure. Thus, in this study, the PVG surface is capable of quenching

the excited state and the quantum yietd for the production of ethyl

radicals by the photodecomposition of azoethane adsorbed on PVG is

therefore expected to be far less than unity. Hence, the reason for the

slightly greater difficulty in generaring erhyl radicals rhan
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methyl radicals can be attributed to a much lower quantum yield for

the photodecomposition of azoethane than the value for the

photodecomposition of azomethane. F{owever, Figure 3-g shows

further that ethyl radicals were formed much faster and in larger

quantity when they were left to decay overnight at 77 K after

previous 7 hours (420 minutes) irradiation. This may be due to the

possible addition reaction of the ethyl radicals with azoethane

molecules during the decay at 77 K to form tetraethylhydrazine

(Equation 3 - 1) so that during subsequent re-irradiation, ethyl

radicals are probably formed from tetraethylhydrazine molecules

rather than from azoethane molecules.

zczHj + C2H5N=NCzHs 
------Þ

tut'a* 
_*/"'* 3-1

Hrc/ \.rnu

Furthermore, it is also clear fr,om Figures 3-B and 3-9 that the

build-up curves obtained for ethyl radicals at 77 K are similar to the

results obtained for methyl radicals in that they do not show any

plateau. The percentage of azoethane molecules that decomposed

during the 5-7 hours irradiation to produce ethyl radicals was

estimated to be 0.00648 ro 0.0279vo (Appendix II). The non-

approach to plateau may therefore be attributed to the same reason

given earlier in section 3.2.1 for the case of methyl radicals. The

much lower percentage decomposition estimated for azoethane

molecules also confirms further that the quantum yield for the

nhnfnrlcnnmn^oif.i^- ^f a-^^+L.^-^ ;^ *,.^L l^-,.^- ¿L^- ¿L^t .Ê^- Lt- -lJ¡¡vevuvvvr¡¡yvùrrrvrr vr a.L\)wLtto.ttv rù Illuçlt Iuwçr trl¿1ll LIIaL ruI tllc

photodecomposition of azomethane thereby making it slightly more
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difficult to produce ethyl radicals from azoethane than methyt

radicals from azomethane.

3.3 R.eswBts ax?d Ðñscwssüona @fl 6åae decay ß<åmeÉåcs

3.3.3- &treÉåayR nadåaaEs decay å<ås?eÉåas

(a) R esults

Figure 3-10 shows a typical curve for the decay of methyl

radicals at -l64oc after a previous decay first at -196oC and

subsequently at -183oc while Figure 3-8 presents a plot of the decay

of the radicals at the three temperatures employed in this study.

Figure 3-11 shows that the decay of methyl radicals is a cascade type

as previously shown2,3 indicating the presence of a continuum of

trapping potentials on the surface. However, as will be shown later,

only one trapping site on the surface is postulated in this work for

relatively short time decay. The existence of multiple sites on the

surface is only possible when the decay is carried out for a period of

time long enough for the concentrations of the radicals to reach a

constant value.

The simple first and second order plots of the decay data

shown in Figures 3-LZ and 3-t3 respectively indicate that the decay

is not a simple first or second order reaction. However, all the

kinetics data were found to give the best fit to the revised second

order kinetics equation derived by 9s1s77,78 for the decay of free

radicals in polymers. The simple second order equation,
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Figure 3-10: Decay of methyl radicals ar -164oc (109 K) on pvGMl

loaded with 1.00 monolayer (1.19 x 10-3 mmole/mg) azomethane.
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3-21

C
kzt

C6

SO

can be re-written in the form

: kzt ^^J-J

3-4

3-5

3-6

the right-hand side of Equation

Dole's second order kinetics

that

CCo
Co-C

1:
kzt

of

Co-C ccokz

From Equation

11\-

Substitution of Equation

3-5 then simply gives

equation given by

3-2, C is simply given by

3-6 for C in

the revised

t :
co-c

t+
L6 co'k,

3-7

where Cg and C are the concentration of the reacting species at zero

time and time t, respectively and kz is the second order rate

constant. ps1s77 '78 then assumed that a fraction of the radicals were

recombined by second order mechaaism according to Equation 3-2

while the remaining radicals were completely unreactive. Hence, if
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the concentration of the unreactive free radicals is A, then the

concentration of the reacting radicals is (CO-A) at zero time and (C-A)

at time t. Putting these values into Equation 3-2 gives

kzt
C-A

so that

C6-A-C+A

Replacing U(C-A)

t

Co-C : kzt

Co-A
3-8

3-9

3-10

OT

(c-AXC0-A) (c-AXCo-A)

Co-C (c-AXCo-A)kz

value given in equation 3-8 simply gives

3.IT
Co-C co-A (co-A)2k2

Hence, A can be calculated from the slope of the plots of tlCo- C

versus t if Cg is known, and k2 can be determined from the intercept.

The Dole plots for the decay of methyl radicals on three PVG samples

at the three temperatures employed in this study are shown in

Figures 3-14 to 3-L6. The Arrhenius plots for the data in Figures

3-14 to 3-16 aÍe shown in Figures 3-1,7 to 3-Lg, respectively.

Activation energies, Eu, for the decay of the radicals ate obtained

from least squares analysis of the Arrhenius plots. The values of E¿,

kz, (CO-A), A, and (Co-A)/A at different temperatures for the PVG

samples loaded with different amounts of azomethane prior to

irradiation are presented in Tables 3-L to 3-3. All the PVG samples,

by its

t
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Table 3-1: Dole plot and non-linear least squares fit* data for the

decav of me'lhvl,ï::l',HJ;i:,'ï:::;ï.: " mono'1aver

*The values written in parentheses are the values obtained from

non-linear least squares analysis.

Expt.

No.

Temp.

(K)

(Co-A)

x 10-15

(spins/

-2)

A

x 10- 15

(spins/

^z)

íco-A)/A kz

x1017

(^2

sPin- i

min-l)

Ea (kJ mol-l)

(Fis. 3-17)

Calcula-

ted

Least

squares

v alue

I 77
0.808

I 0.057

(0.82s
t 0.077\

2.02
r 0.06

(1.99
r 0.09)

0.400
r 0.040

(0.415
+ 0.057)

2.82
! 0.67

(2.44
+ 0.85)

t.26
(1.67)

11.0
( 12.8)

6.r9
!2.84

(7.32
x 3.26)

2 90
1.31

t 0.03

(1.30
+ 0.03)

0.910
!0.029

(0.901
r 0.032)

1.44
r 0.08

(t.44
r 0.08)

3.75
t 0.37

(3.s6
r 0.37)

-J 109
0.732

r 0.009

(0.708
r 0.020)

0.398
r 0.009

(0.420
r 0.097)

t.84
r 0.06

(1.6e
! 0.44\

49.0
! 10.2

(7 1.r
18.2)
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Table 3-2: Dole plot and non-linear least squares fit*
decay of methyl radicals on FVGMZ roaded with 2.o6

(2'45x10-3 mmole/mg) azomethane

data for the

monolayers

Expt.

No.

Temp. (co-A)

x 10-15

(spins/

^2)

A

x 10-15

(spins/

mz)

(Co-A)/A k2*x

x 10i7

(mZ

spin- 1

min-1

Ea (kJ mot-1)

Fis. 3-18

Least

squares

v alue

2.90
(4.3e)

3.23
r 0.19

0.43 8
r 0.034

(0.461

0.917
r 0.040

(0.8s2

*The values written in
non-linear least squares

**The value of k2 at 77

obtained for experiments

parentheses aÍe the values obtained from

analysis.

given in this table is average of the values

11 and 13 presented later in Table 3-6.

K

9,
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Table 3-3: Dole plot and non-rinear least squares fit*
decay of merhyl radicals on FVG&{3 loaded with 3.19

data for the

monolayers

(3.80x 10-3 mmole/mg) azomethane

*The values written in parentheses aÍe the values obtained from
non-linear least squares analysis.

Expt.

No.

Temp. (co-A)

x 10- 15

(spins/

^z)

A

x 10- l5

(spins/

^2)

co-A)/A kz

x 1017

(m2

spin- I

min-l

Ea (kJ mol-l)

Fie. 3-I9

Least

squares

v alue

0.s52
t 0.030

(0.581

7.99
(e.t2)

1.26
( 1.ss)

4.56
+ 1.91

(s.23
! 2.13)

0.623
r 0.009

(c.600
r0.017)

0.891
r 0.015

(0.8ss

0.865
r 0.031

(0.814
r 0.048
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Figure 3-18: Arrhenius plot for the decay of methyl radicals on

PVGM2 loaded with 2.06 monolayers (2.45 x 10-3 mmole/mg)

azomethane. (Note thaf the value of k2 at 77 K used for the plot is the

average of the values obtained for experiments 9, 11 and 13 given in

Table 3-6).
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labelled PVGMI, PVGM2 and pvGld3 were ail
followed by rhermoleaching in 100-200 rorr

subsequent evacuation at 500oC prior to loading

3'19 monolayers of azomethane, respectively.

It should be noted that equation 3-11 can

give the following expression for C;

C=A+ (Co_A)
I + (Cs-A)k2t

pretreated at 750oC

tz at 5000 C and

with 1.00, 2.06 and

be rearranged to

3-12

Hence, non-linear least squares analysis of the decay data presented

in Tables AI-1 to AI-3 was done using equation 3-r2 and values of
(co-A), A and k2 were obtained accordingly. The values of Ea, k2,

(Co-A), A and (Co-A)/A obtained from the non-linear leasr squares

fits are written in parentheses in Tables 3-l to 3-3. Typical decay

curves obtained from non-linear least squares analysis along with
experimental points are shown in Figures 3-20 to 3-zz. Tables 3-l to
3-3 clearly show a close agreement between the Dole plot d,ata and

non-linear least squares fit data. The non-linear least squares curves

for the decay of the radicals ate also found to agree well with
experimental points as illustrated in Figures 3-zo to 3-22.

The typical decay curves shown in Figures 3-10 and 3-23 for
experiment numbers 3 and B, respectively, show that the signal of
the methyl radicals does not disappear completely in each case, but

rather decays to some specific "steady state" value. This value

actually represents A, the concentration of the unreactive methyl
raciicals; the steacÍy state does not imply the existence of a
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simultaneous radical decay and production. F{ence, A Çan actually be

measured directly from the decay curve if the decay study is carried

out for a relatively long period of time thereby making it possible to
apply Equation 3-8 to the kinetics data in addition ro Equation 3-11.

when the values of A measured from the decay curves 3-10 and

3-23 are substituted into Equation 3-9, straight line graphs are

obtained on plotting l/(c-A) against r as shown in F'igures 3-24 and

3-25, respectively. values of k2, (cp-A), A and (co-A)/A obtained
from Figures 3-24 and 3-25 together with the corresponding values

obtained from the Dole plots of t/(Co-C) against t in accordance with
Equation 3-11 aÍe presented in Table 3-4.

It is clearly observed from Tables 3-l to 3-3 and from Table

3-7 presented later that A decreases gradually with increase in
temperature. This temperature dependence of A can be related to
the decreased adsorption of unreactive methyl radicals A at higher

temperatures as previously observed for hydrogen atoms.7l Figure
3-26 shows rhe plors of ln (Co-A)/A against llT for rhe data in
Tables 3-1,3-3 and 3-7 from which the hears of adsorption
presented in Table 3-5 as AF{4, were determined. The fact that these

plots do not show any curvature indicates that there is only one

trapping site on the surface rather than a continuum of trapping
potentials. ÂHe for the data in Table 3-2 was calculated to be -3.17

kJ mol- 1 .

The decay of methyl radicals on pvc samples was also found

not to follow a modified first order plot of ln (c-A) against time as
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T'able 3-4: Rate constants and concentration values obtained from

both modified second order and Ðole plots for the decay of methyl

radicals on FVGM1 and PVGM3 at -t64o] (109K)

PVGM1 containing 1.00

monolayer (1.19x 10-3

mmole/mg) azomethane

PVGM3 containin g 3.19

monolayers (3.80x10-3

mmole/mg) azomethane

Modified 2nd

order plot

(Fie. 3-24)

value

Dole plot

(Eqn. 3-11)

value

Modified 2nd

order plot

(Fig. 3-2s)

v alue

Dole plot

(Eqn. 3-i 1)

value

k2 x1016 ç¡P

spin-l min-1)

(Co-A) x10-14

(spins/m 2)

A xt0-la

lspins/m2)

(Co-A)/A

5.s 5

5.12

4.2 0

1.22

4.9 0

7.32

3.9 I

1.8 4

2.16

6.9 I

11.2

0-623

1.61

8.9 1

10.3

0.865
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Table 3-5: Ðecay and adsorption energies for adsorbed methyl

radicals on FVG samples

PVG sample Surface

coverage
(monol ayer)

Decay

Activation
energy, Ea

(kJ mol-1)

Adsorption
energy, -AHR

(kJ mot-l;

k2at77 K

(m2 spins- 1

m in- 1)

PVGM5d &
PVGM5d2

PVGMl

PVGM2

PVGM3

0.103

1.00

2.06

3.19

7.3t

6.r9

3.23

4.56

4.7 8

3.31

3.t7

0.97 6

1.40 x 10-18

2.82 x l0-r7

1.82 x 10-17

t.97 x 10-17
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None of the decay studies of methyl radicals, the results of
which are presented in Tables 3-l ro 3-3 as well as 3-14 ro 3-L6 for
experiments I to I , was done for longer than 100 minutes. In order

to study the effect of time of decay on the decay kinetics of the

radicals, decay experiments were also performed for much longer

periods of time. Furthermore, WaiteTg has derived the following
equation for a second-order diffusion-controlled reaction

1=+nrn[r+ zr lr+t 3-r3c L ("DÐ4 .,

r02

shown in Figures 3-27 and 3-zB for experiment numbers 3 and g,

respectively.

(b) X.omg time decay Içimetics nesuåús

where D is the sum of diffusion coefficients of the individual reacting

species, C is the concentration at time t and r is the free-radical

separation distance within which they react and outside of which the

potential of an unreacted radical is independent of the position
(smoluchowski boundary condition). In other words, r is the radius

of the reaction cage. At long times, equation 3-13 becomes

=  nrDt + 1

t̂-g

and the second-order rate constant becomes

Smoluchowski expression, 4ærD.80 Equation

slope of -1 when ln C is plotted against ln t.

1

C
3-14

the familiar steady state

3-14 therefore predicts a

Flence, the decay studies
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of methyl radicals were done

equation 3-14 to the kinetics

3-L3 becomes

at long times to test the

data. Similarly, at short

105

applicability of

times, equation

I
C

= Br2lruu¡ t/2{/2 
+ 1

\-0

= 8121æO¡ 
t/2¡/2

3-15

3-16

or

1_1
cco

and the Íate consrant becomes gr2@D) 1/2.s0 A slope of llz is

therefore predicted from equation 3-16 for a plot of ln (Llc - l/co)
against ln t. This has been experimentally observed by FlasinoffSO for
the recombinarion of co with myoglobin in a supercooled very high
viscosity glycerol-water solvent. The applicability of equation 3_16

to methyl radicals decay kinetiss- d=ata obtained at both short and
long times was therefore also tested.

As before all the decay curves obtained at much longer times
than 100 minutes gave the best fit to Dole's revised second order
equation (Equation 3-11). Typical decay curves obtained at such long
times are presented in Figures 3-zg to 3-31 while rhe Dole plot data

for such relatively long time decay of the radicals on various pvc
surfaces are given in Tables 3-6 and 3-7. It should be noted that the

decay curves in Figures 3-29 to 3-31 indicate that the concentrations
of the radicals approach a constant value at long times which may
then suggest the possibility of the existence of multiple sites on the

surface. The Dole plots for experiments g to 14 as well as for
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Table 3-6: Dole plot data for the decay of methyl radicals at 77 K on

different PVG surfaces containing approxim ately z monolayers

azomethane

*The values of k2 written in parentheses are in the units of m2 spin- i
hr-1.

**Experiment 10 was done after 6g hours 10 minutes decay at 77 K
and subsequent re-irradiation for LZ} minutes.

{fExperiments 12 and 14 are simply continuation experiments of
experiments 11 and L3, respectively.

PVG

sample

Expt. No. Length of

decay

(co - A)

x 10-15

(spins/

m2)

A x 10-15

(spins/

^z)

(co-A)/A kzo

(m2

sPin- I

min -1'

PVGM4
9

10**

270 min.

147.8 hr.

0.709

1.55

t.92

1.51

0.369

1.03

2.04 x1.0-r7

7.28 xl0-19

(or 4.37 x

1 0- l7)

PVGM6
11

T2\

460 min.

775.6 hr.

0.982

t.69

2.57

1.86

0.382

0.909

..24 x70-17

t.66 *19-19

(or 5.44 x

r n-17r

PVGM6d
13

l41/

250 min.

138.2 hr.

0.990

2.02

2.7t

1.68

0.365

r.20

.77 xl0-17

.02 x10-19

(or 4.81 x

1o-17)



Table 3-7: Dole plot

temperatures on

data for the decay of methyl radicals at.

PVG samples* containing approximately

monolayer azomethane

I07

different

0.1

Expt.

No.

Temp.

(K)

Length

of decay

(co - A)

x 10-15

(spins/

^z)

.co-A)/A k2

x 1017

(^2

spin- l

min- I )

Eu (kJ mol-l)

F'ie. 3-35

Calcula-

ted

Least

squares

v alue

1.5a

15b

77

77

252 min.

231.1 hr.

4.48

8.97

0.959

2.96

0.140**

0.00748

&.49\1

7.30

7 .39

7.3r
L6 90 195 min. 3.96 0.6 15 o.726**

77 alll

17b1T1t

109

109

240 min.

145 min.

10.3

7.tt

8.58

9.00

4.06* *

5.22

* PVGM5 was used for experiments l5b, pvcM5d for experiments

15a and L7b and PVGM5d2 for experiments 16 and l7a [refer to

section 3.3.1 (b)1.

**k2 values for experiments l5a, L6 and l7a were used for the

determination of the activation energies.

llThe value of k2 for experiment 15b written in parentheses is the

actual value multiplied by 1018 in the units of m2 spin-l hr-I.

TTFor experiment 17a, ESR measurements were recorded

while for experiment l7b, measurements were taken at 10g

at

K.

77K
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Figure 3-31: Decay of methyl radicals aï. 109 K on PVGM5d and

PVGM5d2 surfaces containing 0.103 monolayer azomethane. (Note

that ESR measurements were taken at 109 K for decay on PVGM5d

and at 77 K for decay on PVGMSíù.
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experiments 15a, 16, r7a and L7b are shown in F'igures 3-32 to 3-34.

The Arrhenius plot for the data in Figure 3-34 is shown in Figure

3-35. Values of k2 for experiments 15a, 16 and l7a are used to

obtain the plot.

Generally, when the values of A measured from the long time

decay curves are substituted into equation 3-8, straight line graphs

are obtained on plotting l/(C-A) against t and rhe values of k2,

(Co-A), A and (Co-A)/A obtained in this way aÍe in good agreemenr

with the corresponding values obtained from the Dole plots (Equation

3-11). This confirms further the applicability of equation 3-8 to the

kinetic data on the condition that the decay was followed for a period

of time long enough to make A measurable. This observation is

illustrated in Figure 3-36 and Table 3-8 for experiments numbers 10

and 15b.

Although many plots of ln C against ln t are straight lines as

shown in Figures 3-37 and 3-38 none of the plots gave a slope of -1;

the slopes of the plots actually vary from -0.06 to 0.3. Flence,

equation 3-14 cannot be applied to the kinetics data obtained in this

work. Similarly, many plots of ln (llc - UCo) against ln r are linear

as illustrated in Figures 3-39 and 3-40. However, most of the plots

did not yield a slope of 0.5 but rather slopes ranging from 0.2 to 0.8

were obtained for the plots. trt therefore follows that equation 3-16 is

also not very applicable to the kinetics data obtained in this study.

It should be noted that the PVG samples used were subjected

to the following treatments:



Table 3-B: R.ate constants and concentration

both modified second order and Ðole plots for

methyl radicals on FVGM4 and PVGIv{S

TTz

values obtained from

the long time decay of

at -r960C Q7 r<)

PVGM4 containing 2.0t

monolayers (2.38 x 10-3

mmole/mg) azomethane

PVGM5 containing 0.104

monolayer (1.24 x L\-a

mmole/mg) azomethane

Modified 2nd

order plot

(Fig. 3-36)

value

Dole plot

(Eqn. 3-11)

value

Modified 2nd

order plot
(Fie. 3-36)

v alue

Dole plot

(Eqn. 3-11)

value

k2 x 1018 ¡¡¡¡2

spin-1 min-1)

(Co-A) x 10-15

lspins/m2)

A x 10-15

(spins/m2)

(Co-A)/A

.08

1.36

1.65

0.824

0.7 28

1.55

1.51

1.03

0.125

3l

92

3B

0.0748

8.97

3.03

2.9 6
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Figure 3-32: Second order Dole plots for the decay of methyl radicals
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E¡ Experiment No. 10 on PVGM4
ø, Experiment No. t2 on pVGM6

Er Experiment No. 14 on pVGM6d
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r x lol48
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Figure 3-33 : second order Ðole plots for the long time decay of
methyl radicals at 77 K on pvGM4" pvGM6 and pvcM6d surfaces

containing about 2 monolayers azomethane.
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Figure 3-34: Second order Dole plots for the decay of methyl radicals

at different temperatures on PVG surfaces loaded with about 0.1

monolayer azomethane. (Note that for experiment l7 a, ESR

measurements were taken at 17 K while for experiment l7b,

measurements were recorded at 109 K).
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Figure 3-36: Modified second order plots for the long time decay of
methyl radicals at -196oC (77 K) on PVGM4 and pvGM5 surfaces

loaded with 2.ol and 0.104 monolayers azomethane, respectively.
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Figure 3-38: Flot of ln C against ln t for the decay of methyl radicals

at -164oc (109 K) on PVGM5d2 surface loaded with 0.103 monolayer
(1.23 x l0-4 mmole/mg) azomerhane. (Slope = -0.1g0).
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(i) PVGM4 was evacuared at

thermoleaching in I7l torr O2 at

500oC prior to loading with 2.01

azomethane.

7500C for I hours followed by

500oC and subsequent evacuation at

monolayers (2.38 x 10-3 mmole/mg)

(ii) PVGM6 was also prerreared at 750o c for gr lz hours,
thermoleached in 203 torr 02 at 500oc, evacuated at 500oc and then

loaded with 2.0r monolayers (2.40 x l0-3 mmole/mg) azomethane.

(iii) PVGM6d was obtained by evacuaring pvGM6 in (ii) (previously

loaded with 2.0t monolayers azomethane) at 750oc for grlz hours,

followed by thermoleaching in zll torr 02 at 500oc and subsequent

evacuation at 500oC prior to re-loading with Z.0Z monolayers (2.41 x

10-3 mmole/mg) azomethane.

(iv) PVGM5 was pretreated at 750oc for g3/+ hours, rhermoleached

in 168 torr o 2 at 500oc, evacua.ted at 500oc and then loaded with
0'104 monolayer (r.24 x r0-4 mmole/mg) azomethane. Experiment

15b was done using PVGMS.

(v) PVGMSd was obtained by evacuaring pvGM5 in (iv), (previously

loaded with 0'104 monolayeÍ azomethane) at 750oc for g hours

followed by thermoleaching in Lg7 torr a2 ú 500oc and subsequent

evacuation at 500oc. The pvG sample was then re-loaded with 0.103

monolayer (1'23 x r0-4 mmole/mg) azomethane. pvGMsd was used

for experiments I5a and l7b.

(vi) PVGM5d2 was obrained by evacuaring pvcN{sd in (v),
(previously loaded with 0.103 monolayer azomethane) at 750oc for B
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hours followed by rhermoleaching in 207 rorr az at 500oC and

subsequent evacuation at 500oC prior to re-loading the sample with

0'103 monolayer azomethane. pvGe{5d2 was employed for
experiments L6 and I7a.

As mentioned in section 2.1..4" some ESR measurements were

done at liquid natural gas temperature (-l64oc) for the purpose of

comparing the results of the decay kinetics with those obtained at

the same temperature by keeping the sample in liquid natural gas

for a specified period of time and then transferring it quickly to the

cavity dewar containing liquid nitrogen for ESR measurements at

-196oC. The decay data for experiment t7a were obtained by taking

ESR measurements at liquid nitrogen temperature (-196oC) while the

data for experiment l7b were obtained by taking ESR measurements

at liquid natural gas temperature (-l64oC). Table 3-7 shows clearly

that the values of (Co-A)/A and k2 obtained for experimenr l7a data

recorded at - 1960 C aÍe not significantly different from those

obtained for experiment l7b data recorded at -164oC.

(c) R epnoducibiníty of decay E<inetics resuBts

In order to verify how reproducible the decay kinetics results

ate, experiments were performed using (i) PVGM4 containing about

2 monolayers azomethane (ii) PVGM6 containing about the same

amount of azomethane and (iii) PVGM6d which was obtained by

pumping out PVGM6 previously loaded with about z monolayers

azomethane prior to re-loading it with about the same amount of

azomethane. The results presented in Table 3-6 clearly indicate that
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they &re reproducible. (Ao-A)i.A and k2 values for experiments 9, 11

and 13 are in close agreement. Silnila:rly, the values of (Co-A)/A and

kz for experiments 10, 12 and 14 done at much longer times are also

very close.

(d) Ðíscussio¡r

T'he applicability of Equations 3-8 and 3-11 to the decay

kinetics data of methyl radicals as illustrated in Figures 3-14 to 3-16,

3-32 to 3-34 as well as in figures 3-24, 3-25 and 3-36 indicates

clearly the presence of a fraction of the radicals decaying by a second

order recombination mechanism while the remaining radicals which

concentration is denoted by A, are completely unreactive. Tables 3-4

and 3-8 demonstrate that the mcdified second order equation

(Equation 3-8) can simply be used to obtain values of k2, (Co-A), A

and (Co -A)/A close to the corresponding values obtained from the

Dole Plots (Equation 3-11) provided the decay of the radicals was

followed for a period of time long enough to make A measurable. It

can therefore be concluded that the decay of methyl radicals is

second order in mobile reactive radicals, consistent with a diffusion-

controlled recombination process. These results imply that there are

at least two types of surface adsorbed radicals for each temperature

namely, weakly, physically adsorbed mobile and immobile,

unreactive radicals. Results similar to these observations have been

obtained by (1) Bader and GesserTl for the decay of hydrogen atoms

on glass surfaces at -196oC, -185oC and -161oC, by (2) Fujimoto et.

al.2 for the decay of methyl radicals on porous Vycor glass and by (3)

Joppien and Willard3 for the decay of methyl radicals on silica gel.
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Since the PVG samples were pretreated at a high tempeïature of
750oC, siloxane bridge structures rnust have been introduced by not

only the removal of all the surface adsorbed contaminants but also

by progressive dehydration of vicinal surface hydroxyl groups.8l The

immobile, unreactive radicals are identified with such siloxane

bridge sites. Such radicals might also be associated with stabilization

by caging effects in pores. The removal of vicinal hydroxyl groups on

the PVG surfaces evacuated at 750oC also leaves a large number of
geminal hydroxyl groups as well as B-OFI groups on the su¡¡¿çr.9,81

The mobile reactive radicals might bv identified with such sites.

The least squares values of activation energies obtained for the

decay of methyl radicals between 77 K and 109 K as presented in

Tables 3-1 to 3-3 as well as in Table 3-7 arc higher than the value of
0t2'93 kJ mol-l obtained by Gomer and Kistiakowsky34 (or the value

of 0+1'5 kJ mol-t reported more recently by Baulch and Duxbury35¡

for the recombination reaction of the radicals in the gas phase. These

values are , however, comparable with the value of 4.2 kJ mol- 1

obtained by Bader and Gesser7l for the recombination of hydrogen

atoms on porous Vycor glass. This implies that methyl radicals can be

stabilized on the surface of porous Vycor glass as previously

observed by many workers.2,4,25,82 The possibility of existence of a

continuum of trapping potentials on the surface when the decay is

carried out for relatively long time makes it possible for the

stabilization to be achieved over a wide range of temperatures as

previously noted.2,3 The results summarized in Tables 3-r to 3-3 also

show that the ratio of the concentration of mobile, reactive methyl
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radicals to the concentration of the imn"robile, unreactive radicals,

(co-A)/A, increases with increase in temperature imptying that some

of the immobile, unreactive radicals are released from their sites and

become converted to reactive radicals at higher temperatures by

becoming trapped at the trapping sites for the latter radicals so that

more radicals decay by recombination at the higher temperatures.

However, the fact that some unreactive radicals are still present at

the higher temperatures confirms further that the radicals can be

stabilized over a wide range of temperatures.

Generally, the activation energies for the decay of methyl

radicals were observed to vary erratically with temperatures as

shown in Tables 3-l to 3-3 as well as in Figures 3-17 and 3-lg.
However, the results presented in T'ables 3-z and 3-7 as well as in
Figure 3-35 do not show any variation of activation energies with

temperature. In spite of the erratic variation of Eu with temperatute,

the results presented in Tables 3-1 to 3-3 and in Table 3-7 also

indicate that the average activation energies for the decay of the

radicals between 77 K and 109 K decrease slightly with increase in

surface coverage of azomethane on the PvG samples from 0.1

monolayer to 3 monolayers so that k2 generally increases slightly as

the surface coverage is raised from 0.1 to 3 monolayers. This is
expected since the radicals are further away from the surface

adsorption sites at the higher coverage so that they become more

readily available for recombination reaction on the surface. The

erratic variation of the activation energies with temperature may be

attributeci to experimentai error since the results given in Tables 3-2
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and 3-7 and in F'igure 3-35 do not show any such variation. However,

the variation of activation energies with both temperature and

surface coverage needs to be studied in rnore details e.g. by obtaining

results of more trials of the decay kinetics of the radicals at different

temperatures and studying the variation of the activation energies

over a wider range of temperatures and surface coverages. The fact

that the erratic variation of activation energy with temperature was

not obtained for the radicals on pvGfuf5 and PVGM2 covered with

about 0.1 and 2 monolayers azomethane, respectively, subtantiates

the need to do more trials of the decay kinetics.

Table 3-5 indicates the the adsorption energy of methyl

radicals on PVG surface decreases with increase in surface coverage

implying that the immobile radicals aÍe less strongly bonded to the

siloxane bridge sites at the higher coverage. This is consistent with

the observation that the radicals decay faster when the surface

coverage is raised from 0.1 to 3 monolayers in that the weaker

bonding of the immobile radicals to the siloxane bridge sites on the

higher-coverage surface makes it easier for them to be converted to

the mobile, reactive radicals so that more radicals become available

for decay on the PVG surface. Furthermore, as already mentioned,

the radicals at the higher-coverage surface aÍe further away from

the surface adsorption sites and become more readily available for

decay by recombination on the surface. It should be noted that the

value of k2 for methyl radicals on PVGM1 loaded with 1 monolayer

azomethane is out of line probably due to experimental error. The

vaiues of adsorption energy obtained in this work cannot be
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compared with the value of 6.7 kJ mol- 1 obtained by tsader and

GesserTl for the adsorption of imrnobile hydrogen atoms on pvG

surface. This is because their value was erroneously obtained from

the plot of the logarithm of concentration of the immobile atoms

against 1/T rather than from the plot of logarithm of the ratio of the

concentration of mobile atoms to the concentration of the immobile

atoms against llT which was employed here for both methyl and

ethyl radicals. Nevertheless, the values of the rate constants obtained

in this work for methyl radicals can be compared with the value of

1.8 x 19-12 "62 atom-l s-l (or 1.1 o 19-14 ^2 arom-t min-l) reported

by these workers for the decay of hydrogen atoms on FVG surface at

17 K. Table 3-5 clearly shows that the values of k2 obtained in rhis

study are much lower than the value obtained for hydrogen atoms.

The slower decay of methyl radicals than hydrogen atoms on the

PVG surface is actually expected since methyl radicals are much

larger in size than hydrogen atoms.

tsased on the foregoing experimentar observations, the

following mechanism similar to the one presented for hydrogen

atoms is proposed for the decay of methyl radicals on porous Vycor

glas s:



(CF{3)2N2 + hv + zCEh + N2

(CF{¡)n æ CF{¡

CH¡+CF{s# CzF{o

(ClI¡)r _+ (CF{s),{

r29

1-27

3-L7

3-18

3-19,3-20

L-14

3-2r

where CH3, (CH¡)a and (CF{3)¡ are all surface adsorbed radicals; CFI3 is

the mobile adsorbed radical capable of decaying by recombination

while (cH¡ )e exisrs as a consrant (but temperature dependent)

concentration of adsorbed, immobile radicals which ate unreactive

because of their stronger adsorption forces. (CH¡)e can be described

further as active, immobile radicals since they are capable of being

converted to the mobile, reactive radicals at higher temperatures. On

the other hand, (CH3)1 are inactive, immobile radicals which aÍe more

strongly adsorbed than (CHg )e radicals but can be converted to
(CHa)e radicals at higher temperatures. E¿ is identified with reaction

l-14 and -ÂHe with reaction 3-L9. Xf reaction 3-20 occurs, it would

have a very low activation energy and would therefore proceed

unobserved.

Finally, it \;vas observed that methyl radicals decay much faster

when the decay was followed for less than B hours than when the

decay was carried out for several days as shown clearly in Tables

3-6 and 3-7. Table 3-6 shows that the values of k2 obtained for

experiments 9, 11 and 13 done for 270, 460 and 250 minutes
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respectively are much higher than the values obtained for
experiments 10, Lz and 14 performed for 147.8, 17s.6 and r3g"z

hours respectively. Similarly, T'able 3-7 indicates & much higher

value of k2 obtained for experiment 15a done for only 252 minutes

than the value obtained for experiment l5b done for a. period of
23L.1 hours. These results are surprising and this anomaly may be

due to systematic errors introduced into the ESR measurements in

the case of the longer time experiments since both the sample and

the cavity dewar flask containing liquid nitrogen are removed after

each measurement thereby causing a change in their positioning in

the cavity during subsequent measurements. Therefore, in future

work, it is important to ensure that there is minimal change in the

positioning of both the cavity dewar and sample during each

measurement. otherwise, any systematic error introduced has to be

corrected for by the introduction of an internal standard such as a

chip of ruby or a speck of carbon (diamond).

3.3"2 ÐÉhyå n'adücaås decay kñaaegåcs

(a) R esults

A typical decay curve for

-183oC after previous decay

Figure 3-42 presents a plot of

temperatures employed in this

that the decay of ethyl radicals

adsorption site is postulated to

the decay of ethyl radicals on FVG at

at -196oC is shown in Figure 3-4L.

the decay of the radicals at the three

work. It is clear from Figure 3-42

is also a cascade type but only one

be present on the surface since the
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decay studies were not carried out for a period of time long enough

to make the concentrations of the radicals approach a constant value.

T'he decay of ethyl radicals was also found not to be a simple

first or second order reaction as illustrated in F'igures 3-43 and 3-44.

However, all the kinetics data were again found to give the best fit to

Dole's second order kinetics equation. T'he Dole plots for the decay of

ethyl radicals adsorbed on three PVG samples at the three

temperatures used in this work are presented in F'igures 3-45 to
3-47. Figures 3-48 to 3-50 show the Arrhenius plots for the data in

Figures 3-45 to 3-47, respectively. Activation energies, Eu, are again

obtained from least squares analysis of the Arrhenius plots for the

decay of the radicals. The values of Ba, kZ, (CO-A), A and (CO-A)/A at

different temperatures for the PVG samples loaded with different

amounts of azoethane are summarized in Tables 3-9 to 3-11. As it
was done for methyl radicals, non-limear least squares analysis of the

decay data given in Tables AI-8 to AI-10 was done using equation

3-12 and the values of (Cg-A), A and k2 were obtained. The values of

Eu, kz, (Co-A), A and (Co-A)/A obtained from rhe non-linear leasr

squares analysis aÍe written in parentheses in Tables 3-9 to 3- 1 1 .

Figures 3-5L to 3-53 show typical non-linear least squares fits as

well as the experimental points. It is clearly shown in Tables 3-9 to

3-lL that the Dole plot data agree well with the non-linear least

squares fit data. Figures 3-51 to 3-53 also indicate that the non-

linear least squares curves for the decay of ethyl radicals aÍe in very

good agreement with experimental points. The PVG samples, labelled

PVGEl anci PVGE3, were evacuareci at 7500c foiioweci by
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Table 3-9: Dole

decay of ethyl

plot and non-linear least squares fit*
radicals on FVGEI loaded with 2.10

(1.78x 10-3 mmole/mg) azoerhane

data for the

monolayers

Expt.

No.

T'emp.

(K)

(co-A)

x 10- 14

(spins/

^z)

A

x 10- l4

(spins/

^z)

(co-A)/A kz

x 1017

(mZ

spin- 1

min-1)

Ea (k.I mol-l)

(Fie. 3-48)

Calcula-

ted

Least

squares

v alue

18 77
2.20

! 0.17

(2.27
r 0.20)

6.66
! 0.17

(6.s6
t 0.22)

0.330
È 0.034

(0.346
r 0.042)

10.8
t2.7

(9.23
r 2.89)

4.56
(6.40)

3.04
(2.7 6)

3.77
x0.42

(4.s2
r 1.05)

L9 90
4.96

! 0.17

(4.79
r 0.20)

4.15
! 0.17

(4.32
+ 0.15)

t.20
0.09

(1.11
r 0.08)

30.3
r 8.3

(39.2
+ 8.2)

20 109
7.19

r 0.10

(7.0s
r 0.17)

1.03
r 0.10

(1.17
r 0.12)

6.98
t0.77

(6.03
r 0.76)

61.5
t9.2

(7 4.s
r 10.4)

*T'he values written in parentheses are the values obtained from

non-linear least squares analysis.
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Table 3-10: Dole plot and non-linear least squares fit* data for the

decay of ethyl radicals on PVGEZ having some adsorbed water on the

surface and loaded with 2.01 monolayers (1.7Lx10-3 mmole/mg)

azoethane

*The values written in parentheses are the values obtained from

non-linear least squares analysis.

Expt.

No.

Temp.

(K)

(co-A)

x 10- 14

(spins/

^2)

A

x 10-14

(spins/

m2

(co-A)/A k2

x 1017

(^2

sPin- I

min- 1)

Eu (kJ mol-l)

(Fie. 3-49)

Calcula-

ted

Least

squares

v alue

2t 77
4.94

!0.27

(s.2s
+ 0.36)

11.1
r 0.3

(t0.7
r 0.4)

0.445
r 0.036

(0.49r
r 0.052)

3.30
!0.62

(2.s8
t 0.59)

4.90
(5.65)

5.s6
(7 .rs)

5.23
!0.21

(6.36
r 0.46)

2Z 90
5.77

r 0.36

(s.66
t 0.42)'

1.03
r 0.36

(6.98
r 0.44)

0.821
10.093

(0.81 1

+0.111)

10.0
!2.7

(e.20
!2.94\

23 109
6.64

r 0.13

(6.38
! 0.24),

1.37
r 0.13

(1.61
r 0.16)

4.85
r 0.56

(3.e6
r 0.54)

36.6
x 6.2

(48.s
r 8.2)
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Table 3-LI:

decay of

Ðole plot and non-linear least squares fit*
ethyl radicals on FVGE3 loaded with 3.09

(2.61x 10-3 rnmole/rng) azoethane

data for the

monolayers

Expt.

No.

Temp.

(K)

(co-A)

x 10- 14

(spins/

m2)

.A

x 10- 14

(spins/

^z)

(co-A)/A kz

x1017

(m2

sPin- I

min-l)

Eu (kJ mol-l)

(Fie. 3-50)

Calcula-

ted

Least

squares

v alue

24 77
9.93

t 0.36

( 10.3
r 0.4)

t6.7
t 0.4

(16.2
r 0.4)

0.595
t 0.036

(0.636
r 0.040)

1.60
! 0.17

(1.37
r 0.18)

5.69
(s.3 6)

5.44
(7.74)

5.52
t 0.04

(6.s3
r 0.71)

25 90
10.5
r 0.4

( 10.3
r 0.5)

9.80
t 0.39

(9.43
r 0.51)

1.07
r 0.08)

(1.09
È0.11)

5.76
r 0.99

(4.se
r 0.91)

26 109
9.80

r 0.19

(9.20
I 0.46)

1.40
I 0.19

(1.86
!0.29\

7.00
r 1.09

(4.9s
t 1.02)

20.4
t3.4

(27.9
r 5.2)

*The values written in parentheses are the values obtained from

non-linear least squares analysis.
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thermoleaching in O2 and subsequent evacuation at 500oC prior to
loading with 2.I0 and 3.09 monolayers azoethane, respectively. nn

order to leave some adsorbed water on the surface, the sample

PVGE2 was degassed at 300oC after which it was thermoleached at

500oC prior to loading with 2.01 monolayers azoethane.

As illustrated in Figures 3-42" 3-54 and 3-55, the decay curves

obtained for ethyl radicals did not reach sready states to make A

measurable. F{owever, it was still possible to estimate the values of A
from the curves. This estimation was done for the curves 3-54 and

3-55 for experiment numbers 22 and 26, respectively. The estimated

values of A, and therefore (Co-AVA. for the data in Figures 3-54 and

3-55 together with the corresponding values calculated from the Dole

plots of ti(Co-C) against t (Equation 3-11) are presenred in Table

3-I2. Table 3-12 clearly shows that the calculated values are very

close to the estimated values. É{ence, the values of A can actually be

estimated to be the concentration of the unreactive radicals at large

times. When the calculated values of A for the same data in 3-54 and

3-55 are substituted into Equation 3-8, straight line graphs are

obtained on plotting l/(C-A) against t as shown in Figures 3-56 and

3-57, respectively. The values of k2 and (Cg-A) obtained from Figures

3-56 and 3-57 together with the corresponding Dole plot values for

comparison are presented in Table 3-L3.

It should be noted too that the value of A for ethyl radicals was

also found to decrease with increase in temperature due to the

decreased adsorption of the immobile, unreactive radicals at higher

temperatures. This is shown clearly in Tables 3-9 to 3-11. The plots

of ln (Co-A)/A against llT for the data in Tables 3-9 to 3-11 are



Table 3-12: Comparison

A/Co for the decay

r49

estimated and calculated values of A and

ethyl radieals on FVGEZ and PVGE3

of

of

PVGE2 containing 2.0I

monolayers (I.7Lx10-3

mmole/rng) azoethane at

-1830C (90 K)

PVGE3 containing 3.09

monolayers (2'6Ix 10-3

mmole/mg) azoethane at

-r640C (109 K)

Value

estimated

from Fig. 3-54

Value

c alcul ated

from Dole

plot

fEon. 3-11)

Value

estimated

from Fig. 3-55

Value

calcul ated

from Dole

plot

(Eqn. 3-11)

A x10-14

(spins/m2)

(Co-A)/A

7.65

0.697

7.03

o.821

1.6 0

5.24

1,,40

7.00
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Table 3-13: Rate constants and (Co-A) values obtained from both

modified second order and Dole plots for the decay of ethyl radicals

on FVGEZ and PVGE3

PVGE2 containing 2.01

monolayers (1.7Ix10-3

mmole/mg) azoethane at

-1830C (90 K)

PVGE3 containing 3.09

monolayers (2.6Ix 1 0- 3

mmole/mg) azoethane at

-t64o-C (109 K)

Modified 2nd

order plot

(Fie. 3-56)

value

Dole plot

(Eqn. 3-11)

value

Modified 2nd

order plot

(Fie. 3-s7)

v alue

Dole plot

(Eqn. 3-11)

value

k2 xtg16 1¡.2

spin-1 min-1)

(Co-A) xlo-14

(soins/m2)

0.841

5.3 3

1.00

5.7 7

1.7 T

8.3 9

2.0 4

9.8 0
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shown in F'igure 3-58. T'he heats of adsorption, AF{a, obtained from

F'igure 3-58 are given in T'able 3-I4.

As in the case of methyl radicals adsorbed on FVG samples, the

decay of ethyl radicals on PVG samples was found not to follow a

modified first order plot of ln (C-.{) against time as illustrated in

Figures 3-59 and 3-60 for experiment nurnbers 22 and 26,

respectively. The calculated values of .4. were used to obtain the

plots.

(b) Ðiscr¡ssiom

Results similar to those obtained for methyl radicals were

obtained for ethyl radicals. Thç decay of the radicals did not gíve a

good fit to a simple first or second order equation (Figures 3-43 and

3-44) but gave the best fit to Ðole's second order equation (Figures

3-45 to 3-47). The applicability of the modified second order

equation (Equation 3-8) to the kinetics data is also clearly

demonstrated in Figures 3-56 and 3-57 as well as in Tables 3-12 and

3-I3. F{ence, it can be concluded that the decay of ethyl radicals is

also second order in mobile, reactive radicals corresponding to a

diffusion-controlled recornbination process so that there ate at least

two adsorption sites for the decay of the radicals: one for weakly,

physically adsorbed mobile radicals and the other for immobile,

unreactive radicals. The PVG samples on which ethyl radicals were

adsorbed were also pretreated at 750oC like those on which methyl

radicals were adsorbed. Ffence, the immobile, unreactive radicals

might also be identified with siloxane bridge sites or caging sites in

pores while the mobile reactive radicals might be asociated with the

geminal hydroxyl groups as well B-OH groups on the PVG surface.
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Table 3-I4: Ðecay and adsorption energies for adsorbed ethyl

radicals on FVG sarnples

*PVGE2 has some adsorbed water on the surface.

PVG sample Surface

c ov erage

(monol ayer)

Decay

activation
energy, Ea

(kJ mol-l)

Adsorption
energy, -ÂHe

(kJ mol-1¡

k2at77 R

(m2 spin- i

min-1)

PVGEl

PVGE2*

PVGE3

2.10

2.0r

3.09

3.77

5.23

5.52

6.63

5.r9

5.3 6

1.08

3.30

1.60

x10-16

x 10-17

x 10-17
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T'he activation energies for the decay of ethyl radicals between

77 K and 109 K as given in Tables 3-9 to 3-1tr are rnuch higher than

the value of zero obtained by ,{rthur42 as well as by Dobis and

Benson+3 for the recombination reaction of the radicals in the gas

phase. Moreover, these values are comparable with the value of 4.2

kJ mol-l obtained by tsader and GesserTl for the recombination of

hydrogen atoms on Vycor glass. xt therefore follows that ethyt

radicals can also be stabilized on the surface of porous Vycor glass as

previously shown.23,68,70 Figure 3-61 also shows clearly that there is

no significant difference between the activation energies obtained for

ethyl radical decay and those obtained for methyl radical decay.

However, the rate constants obtained for the decay of ethyl radicals

as listed in Tables 3-9 to 3-11 ate generally slightly higher rhan rhe

values obtained for the decay of methyl radicals (Tables 3-L ro 3-3)

implying that erhyl radicals aÍe slightly less stable on rhe pvc
surface than methyl radicals. This behaviour can be explained in
terms of the orientation of the radicals and their motion in the

adsorbed state. Fariiskii et. aL.22 have reported that for methyl

radicals, there is a loss of two rotational degrees of freedom leaving

only the three-fold symmetry axis of rotation. These workers22 then

thought of methyl radicals as being bound to the surface by a one-

electron bond due to the attraction of the unpaired electron to the

adsorbent. Kazanskii and Fariiskii23 have also shown ethyl radicals to

be bound to the surface at one end only. These workers observed

that the adsorbed radicals are similar to free radicals in gaseous and

liquid phases and that their free electron took no appreciable part in
forming a chemical bond with the surface. Their interpretation of the
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spectrum of adsorbed ethyl radícal showed that the radical "lies on

the adsorbent surface on its side" and that there is rotation of its CHg

and CHz groups relative to each other. The ethyl radical was also

postulated to "roll" along the surface. More recently, Shiga and

L u n d 8 3 have also reported the results of their analysis of the

asymmetric ESR spectra of methyl and ethyl radicals adsorbed on

silica gel which indicated that at 77 K the methyl radicals rotare

about the axis perpendicular to the plane of the radical, whereas the

ethyl radicals rotate about the C-C bond axis. Although the results

of shiga and Lund83 indicate rhat the adsorbed methyl and ethyl

radicals are both axially symmetric, the results obtained earlier by

Pariiskii et. aI.22 and by Kazanskii and Fariiskii23 also show that

there is the possibility of mobile, reactive ethyl radicals being less

strongly bound to the surface than methyl radicals thereby making

them to decay faster on the surface by recombination, as observed in

this work.

Like the results obtained for methyl radicals, Tables 3-9 to
3-Ll indicate that the ratio of the concentration of mobile, reactive

ethyl radicals to the concentration oi immobile, unreactive radicals,

( Co -A)/4, increases with increase in temperature implying that

larger number of ethyl radicals also decay at the higher

temperatures. The presence of some unreactive radicals at the higher

temperatures also confirms further the possibility of stabilizing the

radicals over a wide range of temperatures. trt is also observed in

Tables 3-9 to 3-lt that the values of rhe rario (Co-A)/A for erhyl

radicals are generally much higher than the va-lues of the ratio for

methyl radicals. This behaviour implies that a greater number of
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immobile ethyl radicals than immobile methyl radicals are converted

to the corresponding mobile, reactive radicals when the temperature

is raised which is consistent with the observed faster decay of ethyl

radicals on the surface.

Xt is shown clearly in Table 3-I4 that the adsorption energy,

AlI4, of ethyl radicals on PVG surface decreases slightly when the

surface coverage is raised from 2 to 3 monolayers implying a slightly

weaker bonding of the immobile radicals to the siloxane bridge sites

at the higher coverage. This is, however, inconsistent with the

observation that the radicals decay at a slightly lower Íate on the

higher-coverage surface since the weaker bonding of the immobile

radicals on this surface should make it possible for more of the

radicals to become available for decay on the surface by conversion

to mobile, reactive radicals. Since the radicals aÍe further away from

surface adsorption sites, it is expected too that they should be more

readily available for decay on the surface but the opposite seems to

be true probably because the radicals are simply just rolling along

the surface thereby slowing down their decay by recombination.

Furthermore, as explained later, the radicals are probably not able to

react faster on the higher-coverage surface, in spite of the smaller

adsorption energy, because of the presence of more azoethane

molecules on the surface that constitutes a barrier to the interaction

of the radicals with each other. Table 3-14 also shows that the

adsorption energy of ethyl radicals on PVGE2 surface loaded with 2

monolayers azoethane and containing some adsorbed water on the

surface is lower than the value obtained for the radicals on PVGE1

loaded with approximately the same amount of azoethane. This is
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also not in agreement with the observed slower decay rate constant,

kz, obtained for the radicals oxt PVGE2. .As r¡rentioned 'l.atet, at the

lower heat pretreatment of FVGE,Z sample, the presence of adsorbed

water on the surface must have introduced vicinal hydroxyl groups

and removed some geminal hydroxyl groups and all the ts-OF{ groups

present on the surface. Thus, both the smaller adsorption energy and

lower decay rate on PVGE2 may be attributed to their possible

interaction with the silanol groups present on the surface. There is,

however, no significant difference between the adsorption energy

obtained for ethyl radicals on PVGE2 and that obtained for the

radicals on PVGE3 loaded with about 3 monolayers azoethane. It is

also observed from Tables 3-5 and 3-L4 that the adsorption energies

obtained for ethyl radicals are much higher than those obtained for

methyl radicals which is not in agreement with the slightly faster

decay rate constants obtained for ethyl radicals. Thus, the slightly

faster decay of ethyl radicals on the surface might probably have

resulted from not only recombination on the surface but also from

additional interaction with both geminal hydroxyl and B-OH groups

present on the surface which is consistent with the observed higher

adsorption energy. Table 3-t4 also clearly shows that the values of

k2 for ethyl radicals are much lower than the value of 1.1 x 19-1'4 ¡¡¡2

atom-l min-l obtained by Eader and Gesser7l for hydrogen atoms.

This is expected since ethyl radical has a much larger size than

hydrogen atom.

From the preceding discussion, it is clear that the same

mechanism given in section 3.3.1 for the decay of methyl radicals on

PVG surface can be proposed for the decay of ethyl radicals. So, ethyl
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following kineticradicals also recombine

scheme:

(C2F{5)2N2 + hv

CzF{s

(czF{s)e

CzHs +

(CzHs)r

czÊtrs

(czFIs)a

(czF{s)r

czF{s

c¿F{ro

+ (CzFIs)e

2cz\4s + N2 3-22

^^^5-¿3

3-24

3-25,3-26

1- 15

3-27

where CzHs, (CzF{s)e and (CzF{5)1 are all surface adsorbed radicals;

CzHs is the mobile adsorbed radical while (CzHs)e exists as a constant

(but temperature dependent) concentration of adsorbed, immobile,

unreactive radicals. (CZH S)n ate again active immobile radicals

capable of being converted to mobile reactive radicals at higher

temperatures while (CzHSh aÍe inactive immobile radicals which are

more strongly adsorbed than (CzHs)e but which can be converted to

(CzHs)e at higher temperatures. Similarly, Eu for ethyl radicals is

identified with reaction 1-15 and -ÂHe with reaction 3-25.

It is also clear that the activation energies for the decay of

ethyl radicals increase slightly with increase in surface loading of the

azoethane from two monolayers on PVGE1 (Table 3-9) to three

monolayers on PVGE3 (Table 3-11). This observation indicates that

the ethyl radicals are probably not interacting with the azoethane

molecules and since it is already assumed that the rate controlling

step is the recombination of the radicais on the surface, the presence
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of more azoethane molecules on the surface at a higher surface

coverage would constitute a barrier to the interaction of the ethyl

radicals with each other thereby slowing down the decay by

recombination on the surface of the Vycor glass. Unlike in the case of

methyl radicals, the activation energies did not vary significantly

with increase in temperature. lt should also be noted that there is no

significant difference between the activation energies obtained for

the decay of ethyl radicals on PVGE2 (T'able 3-10) having some

adsorbed water on the surface and loaded with about two

monolayers of azoethane and those obtained for the decay of the

radicals on PVGE3 (Table 3-11) loaded with about three monolayers.

However, the variation of activation energies with both temperature

and surface coverage needs to be studied over a wider range of

temperatures and surface coverages in order to obtain a clearer

picture of the variation.

Lastly, the results of the decay kinetics of ethyl radicals on

PVGE2 sample having some adsorbed water on the surface and

loaded with 2'Ol monolayers azoethane (Table 3-10) indicate clearly

that the value of 5.23 kJ mol-l for E¿ is higher than, and the rate

constants , k2, &t the three temperatures lower than the

corresponding values for the decay of the radicals on PVGE1 which

was pretreated at 7500C prior to loading with approximately the

same amount of azoethane (Table 3-9). At the lower heat

pretreatment of PVGE2 sample, the presence of adsorbed water on

the surface must have introduced vicinal hydroxyl groups and there

also fewer geminai hyciroxyi groups and no E-OI{ groups present on
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the surface as already shown previously.g,8l T'he lower rates of decay

of ethyl radicals on PVGE,Z rnay therefore be attributed to their

possible interaction with the silanol groups present on the surface.

However, this behaviour of ethyl radicals on PVG sample having

some adsorbed water on the surface needs to be studied in more

details for clearer understanding of the effect of surface adsorbed

water on the decay of the radicals.
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The following concrusions are evident from the foregoing
results and discussions presented in Chapter 3.

(1) Methyl (or ethyl) radicals can be produced and stabilized on rhe
surface of porous vycor grass by {.JV photorysis of adsorbed
azomethane (or azoethane) at 77 K and the stabilization can be
achieved over a wide range of temperatures due to the possibility of
existence of a continuum of rapping potentials on the surface as

evident from the cascade type of decay observed in this work. It is
worthy of mention that this is the first time of using azoethane as a

source of ethyl radicals for stabilization on the surface at low
temperatures. Little or no work seems to have been done too on the
ESR study of the decay kinetics of ethyl radicals adsorbed on
surfaces. The cascade type of decay has also not been previously
reported for ethyl radicals.

(2) within rhe period of irradiation in this work, the build_up of
methyl and ethyl radicals does not approach saturation probably due
to the fact that onry a very smal fraction of the azomethane and
azoethane molecules decomposed to produce the radicals during
photolysis.

(3) It is slightly more difficult ro generare ethyl radicals by uv
photolysis of azoethane than methyl radicals by irradiation of
azomethane probably due to a rower quantum yield for the
photodecomposition of azoethane adsorbed on the pVG surface than
the value for the photodecomposition of azomethane.
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(4) Ethyl radicals are formed much faster and in larger quantity

when they ate left to decay overníght at 77 K after several hours of

irradiation. This is attributed to the possible addition reaction of the

radicals with azoethane molecules during the decay at 77 K to

produce tetraethylhydrazine so that when the PVG sample containing

the surface stabilized radicals are subsequently re-irradiated, ethyl

radicals are probably formed from tetraethylhyrazine molecules

rather than from azoethane molecules. On the other hand, the rate of

formation of methyl radicals remains almost the same when they are

left to decay for several hours at 77 K after previous irradiation for a

certain period of time implying that the radicals are probably stitl

formed from the azomethane molecules during re-irradiation.

(5) Methyl radicals are generated much faster and in larger quantity

on a PVG surface containing less than 1 monolayer (about 0.1

monolayer) azomethane than on a surface containing more than 1

monolayer azomethane. This is interpreted to be probably due to the

possibility of the radicals decaying much more slowly during

irradiation on the low-coverage surface in support of experimental

observation. Furthermore, the observed gradual increase in the

percentage decomposition of azomethane molecules during

irradiation might contribute to the higher rate of formation of the

radicals on the low-coverage surface.

(6) The decay data obtained in this work for methyl and erhyl

radicals gave the best fit to Dole's revised second order kinetics

equation which was derived for the decay of free radicals in

polymers from a second order equation modified on the assumption

that a fraction of the radicals recombine by a second order
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mechanism while the remaining radicals are completely unreactive.

trt is therefore postulated in this work that the decay of both radicals

is second order in mobile reactive radicals, consistent with a

diffusion-controlled recombination process. Thus, two types of

surface adsorbed radicals are identified for each temperature viz the

weakly, physically adsorbed mobile radicals and immobile,

unreactive radicals. The immobile, unreactive radicals are identified

with siloxane bridge sites or stabilization by caging effects in pores

while the mobile reactive radicals are associated with the large

number of geminal hydroxyl and B-OI{ groups on the PVG surface

pretreated at 750oC.

(7) The decay of ethyl radicals on the PVG surface is found ro be

slightly faster than the decay of methyl radicals. This is explained to

be due to the possibility of ethyl radicals being less strongly bound

to the surface than methyl radicals since earlier findings23 have

indicated that adsorbed ethyl radicals aÍe similar to free radicals in

gaseous and liquid phases and that their free electron takes no

appreciable part in forming a chemical bond with the surface. These

earlier findings also show that the adsorbed ethyl radicals lie on

their side on the adsorbent surface and that they "roll" along the

surface. On the other hand, earlier studies22 have also shown that for

methyl radicals, there is a loss of two rotational degrees of freedom

leaving only the 3-fold symmetry axis and the radicals are then

postulated to be bound to the surface by a one-electron bond due to

the attraction of the unpaired electron to the adsorbent. The slightly

faster decay of ethyl radicals is also attributed to additional

interaction with both geminal hydroxyl and B-OH groups present on
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the surface in agreement with the observed higher adsorption

energies obtained for the radicals. F{owever', there seerns to be no

significant difference between the activation energies for the decay

of ethyl radicals and those for the decay of methyl radicals.

(8) Values of (Ao -A)/4, the ratio of mobile, reactive radicals

concentration to immobile, unreactive radicals concentration are

found to increase with increase in temperature for both methyl and

ethyl radicals implying that some of the unreactive radicals are

released from their sites and become converted to reactive radicals

so that greater number of the radicals decay at the higher

temperature s .

(9) In some experiments, the activation energies for the decay of

methyl radicals aÍe observed to vary erratically with temperatures.

Nevertheless, the average activation energies for the decay of the

radicals between 77 K and 109 K which vary from 3.2 to 7.3 kJ mol-l,

aÍe found to decrease slightly with increase in surface coverage of

azomethane on the PVG samples from 0.1 monolayer to 3

monolayers. These observations are attributed to the possible

as sociation reaction between the radicals and the adsorbed

azomethane molecules. Least squares values of activation energies

for the decay of ethyl radicals between 77 K and 109 K a¡e found to

range from 3.8 to 5.5 kJ mol-l. In contrast to the results obtained for

the decay of methyl radicals, the activation energies for the decay of

ethyl radicals aÍe observed not to vary significantly with increase in

temperature. The activation energies for ethyl radical decay aÍe also

found to increase slightly with increase in surface coverage of

azoethane from 2 monolayers to 3 monolayers making the decay to
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be slower at the higher coverage. This is explained to be due to the

fact that the presence of more azoethane rnolecules on the PVG

surface at the higher coverage probably constitutes a barrier to the

interaction of ethyl radicals with each other thereby slowing down

the decay by recombination.

(10) The adsorption energies are found to decrease with increase in

surface coverage for both radicals which is consistent with the

increase in decay rate constant with increase in surface coverage

observed for methyl radicals but inconsistent with decrease in rate

constant with increase in surface coverage observed for ethyl

radicals. In addition to the possibility of more azoethane molecules at

the higher coverage constituting a barrier to the interaction of ethyl

radicals, the situation in the case of ethyl radicals is explained to be

probably due to the fact that the radicals are simply rolling along the

surface thereby slowing down their recombination reaction while the

observation in the case of methyl radicals is expected since the

radicals at the higher-coverage surface are further away from the

surface adsorption sites and are therefore readily available for

recombination on the surface.

(11) Lastly, it is observed that the presence of adsorbed water on a

PVG surface pretreated at 500oC increases the activation energy for

the decay of ethyl radicals thereby slowing down the rate of decay of

the radicals. The presence of adsorbed water on the surface is also

found to lower the adsorption energy for ethyl radicals. These

observations are attributed to the possible interaction of the radicals

with the silanol groups present on such a surface.
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trt is suggested that the following studies could be done in order

to obtain a better understanding of the growth and decay

characteristics of both radicals as well as their reactions on surfaces.

Azomethane and azoethane adsorbed on porous Vycor glass

could be UV photolyzed at 77 K for a much longer time to see if there

would be any approach to saturation in the build-up of methyl and

ethyl radicals on the surface. One could also UV irradiate

tetraethylhydrazine, the product of the possible addition reaction of

ethyl radicals with azoethane, at 77 K to see if ethyl radicals would

be produced, and if produced, to see whether they would be formed

faster than by the irradiation of azoethane. It would be good too to

see if tetraethylhydrazine could be detected on GC/MS after

photolysis of azoethane.

The variation of activation energies for the decay of both

radicals needs to be studied in greater details by investigating the

decay over a wider range of temperatures and surface coverages.

The effect of adsorbed water on the decay kinetics of both

methyl and ethyl radicals on surfaces pretreated at different low

temperatures should be studied more closely. The decay of the

radicals on such surfaces should also be investigated over a wide

range of temperatures and surface coverages. One could also study

the effect of a pre-adsorbed gas such as neopentane on the decay

kinetics of both radicals.

It would be interesting too to compare the decay characteristics

of both radicals on different surfaces. The investigation of the decay
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kinetics of the radicals on the surface could therefore be extended to

surfaces like the transpalent aerogels of silica and alumina.

It would also be good if the compound cFl3-I{=N-czF{5, could be

produced, adsorbed on different surfaces and {JV irradiated at 77 K
to see what radicals would be generated on the surfaces and what

the decay characteristics of the stabilized radicals would be.

N{ore attempts could be made to generate abnormal methyl

radicals from azomethane adsorbed on the surface. Efforts should

also be made to produce abnormal ethyl radicals by UV irradiation of

azoethane adsorbed on the surface. If these abnormal radicals could

be produced, one could then proceed to studying their decay kinetics

on the surface.

unsuccessful attempts were made in this work to generate

methylperoxy and ethylperoxy radicals by addition of oxygen to
adsorbed methyl and ethyl radicals, respectively. h¡fore efforts could

be made to produce these peroxy radicals for the purpose of

studying their decay characteristics on the surface.
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The numerical double integration method of Wyarf,67 was used

to obtain the areas of the first derivative ESR signals of methyl, ethyl

and the standard DPPH radicals. nn this method, the abscissa of the

first derivative spectrum is divided into n equal divisions separated

by a distance d and the value h¡ of the ordin ate at the centre of each

division is measured (see Figure AI-r). The height of the absorption

Ip= AI-1

Thus, the absorption peak is approximated by a polygon with n units

and whose atea, which is approximately the required double integral

of the first derivative curve, is given by:

A -rlzd2{hr + (2fu + hz) + (2fu +2h2 + h3) + ...

peak at the end of the pth division is then approxim ately,

+ (2\ + 2h2 + ... + 2hn_t + hn) J

n

- LlzdzÐ (Zn - 2r + 1)h,
r=1

p

dxhr
r=1

To coruect for any base-line drift, the magnitude

is substracted from

corrected value for

total area given in Equation

double integral becomes:

AT-2

n

çr¡2 nd\Ð h,
r=1

A1-2 so that rhethe

the

n
A=112dzy(r

-_lr-l
- 2r + t)h, AI-3



Figure AI-1: Division of the

numerical double integration
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first derivative curve into equal parts for
using the method of Wyard.67
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Equation AI-3 was used to obtain all double integrations in this

work. DPPH solution in benzene containing 7.7Lx1016 spins was used

as standard. This was prepared by dissolving 0.1010 g DPPH in 10

mL benzene and withdrawing a 5 pI- portion of the solution with a

microsyringe.

,4.bso[¿¡te comceretnatiora of xmethyl nadicals

The atea, Apppg, of the ESR of DPPF{ standard containing

7'71x1016 spins was calculated to be 1679552 + 62891 mm2 using

Equation AI-3. The error in the area is the average deviation of three

measurements on three different signals recorded under identical

conditions. The three ÐPPH signals were obtained under the same

conditions used for the study of methyl radicals (Table 2-L).

A sample of methyl radicals on PVGM3 loaded with 3.L 9

monolayers (3.80x 10-3 mmole/mg) azomethane was used as a

representative sample of the radicals for the purpose of obtaining

absolute radical concentrations during kinetic measurements. The

ESR signal of the radicals was obtained under the standard conditions

(Table 2-l). The double integration of line 3 (i.e. the second line from

the low field side) using Equation ,{I-3 gave an area, AM", of 341442

mm2 for the line. The peak to peak height of this line was measured

to be 116.5 mm.

Using the intensity ratio of 1:3.7:3.5:1.1 obtained in this work,

the total aÍea, All¡4e¡, of the absorption spectrum of methyl radicals

on PVGM3 is then given by:
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^-t'åT(Me) - Au" x 9.3 Ínrrl"

3.7

- 341442 x 9.3 = 858219 mm2.

3:'
The number of methyl radical spins, N¡4s, is then obtained from

NM"= Ar(*") x7.7Lx1016 spins

l\oppg

= 858219 x7.7lxl0r6 spins

t679552

= 3.94 x 1016 spins.

Since the surface area, Spvcvt¡, of PVGM3 sample containing the

radicals = 15'6 m2, the concentration, CMe, of the radicals in spins/m2

is obtained from:

CM" = l'{u. = 3.9a^d spins/m2

spvcu¡ 15.6

= Z.SZxI}rs spins/m2.

Alternative calculation

Using the theoretical intensity ratio of 1:3:3:1, the total area,

At(vt"), becomes:
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^-t')AT(M.)-An¿"xB mm"

3

-341442x8 rrun2t
= 9ht5l2mm2.

"' 
ldn¿"= Ar(u") x7Jlx\0l6 spins

Aoppn

= glO5I2 x7.71x1016 spins

1679552

= 4.18x1016 spins.
.îa" t-Me Nu" = 4.18x1016 sPins/m2

sr"or, 15 .6

= 2.68x101s spins/m2.

The concentration obtained using the intensity ratio obtained in

this work was then only 6'35Vo different from the value obtained

using the theoretical ratio. So, the theoretical ratio was conveniently

used to obtain all absolute methyl radical concentrations.

During kinetic measurements, the peak to peak heights, I¡4e, of

the first derivative ESR. signals were converted to absolute radical

concentrations, CM", as follows:

CM" = In¿"x 4.18x1016 spins/m2

116.5 x Spvc

where Spvc is the surface area of the particular FVG sample on which

the radicals were adsorbed.

The raw data for the spin concentrations of methyl radicals

obtained during kinetic measurements for experiments 1 to 17 in
Tables 3-1 to 3-3 and 3-6 to 3-7 ate tabulated in Tables AI-1 ro

AI-7.



Table AI-1: Ðecay of methyl radicals on FVGIv{1

monolayer (1.19x10-3 mmole/mg) azomethane

180

containing 1'00

at different

temperatures

*ESR measurements were recorded at liquid nitrogen temperature,

-1960C (77 K).

Decay at -196oC

Q7 r<)

Ðecay at -1B3oC

(90 lç¡*

Decay at -l64oc

(109 ¡<)*

Time

Ím in.'

C x 10-1s

(sp in s/m 2)

Tirne

(m in. )

C x 10-1s

lsn in s/m 2)

Time

lmin. )

C

sl

x 10-14

ins/m2)

0

s.0 0

1 1.0

20.0

3 0.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

7 0.0

80.0

90.0

100

2.8 3

2.7 5

2.6 3

2.5 9

2.5 0

2.4 2

2.42

2.4 0

2.37

2.3 2

2.28

2.22

0

5.0 0

10.0

15.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50-0

60.0

70.0

80.0

90.0

2.22

1.92

1.8 0

1.6 6

r.5 7

r.4 6

1.3 6

r.3 3

1.26

i.1 I
1.18

1.13

0

3.0 1

6.0 0

12.5

20.o

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

1 1.3

6.8 1

6.r 2

5.20

5.0 1

4.88

4.5 5

4.3 5

4.3 7

4.7 4
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Table AÍ-2: Decay of methyl radicals on FVGM2 containing 2.06

monolayers (2.45x 10-3 mmole/mg) azomethane at different

temperatures

*ESR measurements were recorded at

-1960C (77 K).

liquid nitrogen temperature,

Decay at -183oC (90 lç¡*' Ðecay at -164oC (109 K)*

Time

(min.

C x 10-1s

(spins/m2)

Time

(min.)

C x 10-1s

'snin/m2ì

0

3.0 0

7.00

13.0

20.0

3 0.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

7 0.0

4.8 6

4.5 7

4.3 I
4.33

4.t 0

3.8 5

3.8 0

3.7 1

3.6 I
3.6 8

0

3-0 0

7.00

13.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

66.5

3.6 B

2.9 9

2.7 4

2.6 6

2.4 6

2.2 4

2.21

2.t 4

2.0 9

2.0 8
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Table AI-3: Decay of methyl radicals on FVG&43 containing 3'19

monolayers (3.80x10-3 mn-lole/rng) azomethane at different

temperatures

*ESR measurements were recorded at liquid nitrogen temperature,

-1960C (77 K).

Decay at -l96oc

(77 r<)

Decay at -183oC

(9û K)*

Decay at -L64oC

(109 K)*

Time

lmin.ì

C x 10-1s

(soins/m2)

Time

lmin. )

C x 10-15

(sn in s/m 2)

Time

lm in. )

C x 10-1s

snins/m2l

0

5.0 0

10.0

15.0

1 9.0

29.0

39.0

49.0

60.0

10.0

80.0

90.0

100

4.0 2

3.8 2

3.69

3.58

3.5 5

3.4 5

3.2 6

3.18

3.15

3.1 I

3.0 2

2.95

2.97

0

4.0 0

8.0 0

t2.o

I 6.0

22.0

3 0.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

80.0

2.97

2.5 4

2.3 5

2.2 6

2.22

2.14

2.0 4

2.4 t

1.9 7

1..9 3

r.9 2

0

4.0 0

8.0 0

t2.o

1 6.0

22.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

r.9 2

r.5 2

r.4 4

1.3 5

1.3 2

r.2B

t.22

1.1 5

1.13

1.13

1.10



Table AI-4: Ðecay of methyl radicals

PVGM6d containing about 2

183

at 77 K on PVGkl4, FVGN{6 and

monolayers azomethane

Decay on PVGM4

containing 2.01

monol ayers azomethane

Decay on PVGM6

containing 2.0L

monol ayers azomethane

Decay on PVGMód

containing 2.02

monolayers azomethane

Time

min.
C x 10-i5

(spin s/m 2)
Time
(min.)

C x 10-i5

lso in s/m2)

Time

lmin. )
C x 10-15

sn in s/m 2

0

5

10

15

20

30

40

50

62

70

80

90

100

t20
140

160

180

200

220

240

270

2.63

2.54

2.54

2.48

2.48

2.4r

2.41

2.33

2.30

2.28

2.27

2.24

2.22

2.15

2.19

2.16

2.r5

2.10

2.09

2.07

2.02

0

8

20

30

40

50

60

70

80

90

100

120

140

160

184

213

240

255

460

3.55

3.46

3.41

3.29

3.24

3.r2

3.16

3.12

3.07

3.03

2.97

2.96

2.95

2.90

2.82

2.84

2.76

2.76

2.7 6

0

8

20

30

4l
50

60

70

80

95

106

120

t40
160

180

200

220

250

3.70

3.47

3.27

3.3s

3.23

3.22

3.21

3.09

3.07

3.05

3.07

3.00

3.04

3.01

2.82

2.83

2.84

2.88
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Table Atr-5: Long time decay of methyl radicals at 77 K on FVGM4,

PVGM6 and FVGfu{6d containing about 2 rnonolayers azomethane

Decay on FVGIv{4

containing 2.OL

monolayers
azomethane

Decay on FVGtul6

containing 2.0L

monolayers
azomethane

Decay on FVGM6d
containing 2.02

monolayers
azomethane

Time
(hr.)

C x 10-15
(soins/m2)

Time
(hr.)

C x 10-15

(sp in s/m2)

Time
(hr. )

C

sl

x 10-15

ins/m2)

0

L7 .5

22.1

26.8

42.2

47 .5

66.0

71.2

90.0

95.2

99.7

1 15.5

126.4

147 .B

3 .06

2.17

2.09

2.07

1.96

1.90

I .81

1.79

1.78

1 .68

1.68

1 .68

r.67

1.66

0

7 .67

2r.7

31.7

48.7

57 .9

7 4.6

81.6

94.4

99.9

177 .7

127.3

t41.4

r47 .8

t66.4

17 5.6

3.55

2.7 6

2.38

2.3r

2.25

2.r6

2.04

2.04

2.02

2.0t

2.02

1.95

2.03

1.97

t.94

L.9s

0

4.2

18.0

25.0

42.5

49.O

69.8

7 6.6

95.6

103.8

1 15.3

t22.9

138.2

3.70

2.88

2.43

2.24

2.TL

2.06

1 .98

t.96

1.90

1 .86

I .86

1.81

1.77



Table AI-6: Decay of methyl radicals

about 0.1 monolayer azomethane

185

on FVG samples containing

at different tenûperatures

Decay at -196oC (77 K)

PVGM5d containing

0. 103 monolayer

az om eth ane

Decay at -183oC (90 K)*
on PVGM5d2 containing

0.103 monolayer

azom eth ane

Decay at -l64oc (109 K)*
on PVGM5d2 containing

0.103 monolayer

azom eth ane

Time

m ln.

C x 10-15

(spins/m2)

Time

(min.)

C x 10-15

(sn ins/m2)

Time

(min. )

x 10-15

ins/m2)

C

Si

0

20

30

70

B5

100

130

745

160

194

220

252

9. 15

8.65

8.44

7.79

1 .53

7 .35

7 .15

7.08

6.95

6.83

6.59

6.24

0

10.0

3 0.0

50.1

7 5.1

100.0

125.0

150.0

180.0

195.0

10.4

9.00

8.37

7.76

8.12

7.9t

1.69

6.95

6.85

6.93

0

10.0

30.0

50.0

7 6.7

95.0

120.0

145.0

17 t.3

195.0

220.0

240.0

11.5

2.3r

1.88

1.68

r.58

r.54

1.50

1.47

1.39

1.3 1

1.30

1.30

* ESR measurements were recorded at liquid nitrogen temperature,

-1960C (77 K ).
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Table AI-7 : Ðecay of methyl radicals at 77 K on PVGM5 containing

0.104 monolayer azomethane and at 109 K* on FVGMSd containing

0.103 monolayet azomethane

* ESR measurements were recorded

temperature, -L64oC (109 K).

Decay at -196oC (77 K) on

PVGM5 containing 0.104
monolayer azomethane

Decay at. -764oC (109 K)* on

PVGM5d containing 0.103
monolayer azomethane

Time
(hr.)

C x 10-1s

(spins/m2)
Time
(min.)

C x 10-15

spins/m2)
0

16.2
21.9
38.7
44.t
62.4
68. 1

87. I
92.1

110.9
120.3
135.2
t40.1
162.8
168.1
184.9
1 90.8
209.0
27t.9
231.1

12.0
8.70
7 .87
6.32
6.t7
5.68
5.33
4.98
4.86
4.82
4.61
4.55
4.42
4.16
3.83
3.9s
4.02
4.14
3.95
4.02

0

27.0
42.0
55.0
7 0.0
85.2
100.0
I 15.0
130.0
145.0

7.90
1.30
T.L9
1.16
1.08
r.04
t.o2

0.9 80
0.912
0.898

at liquid natural gas
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,4.hsoluÉe comcemÉnatåo¡as of' eÉåeyI nadica[s

The ESR. signal of' DPPF{ containing 7-7 I x I 0 1 6 spins was

obtained under ethyl radícal conditions (T'able 2-1). Equation AI-3

was then used to calculate the area, ADppH, of the ÐPPH signal. The

average Anppn obtained by taking three measurements on three

different signals was found to be I07 50464 + 17 817 6 nffiZ ,

somewhat different from that obtained for methyl radicals because

of the different ESR conditions used.

A sample of ethyl radicals on PVGE4 containing 3.1 7

monolayers (2.68x 1 0 -3 mmole/mg) azoethane was used as a

representative sample of the radicals. The ESR signal of the radicals

on this PVG sample was obtained under the standard conditions

(Table 2-l). As before, the double integration of the high field most

intense line (i.e. the Bth line from the low field side) was obtained

using Equation AI-3); this gave an atea, Ap1, of 275574 + 523L mm2

for the line. Again, the error in AB1 is the average deviation of three

measurements on three signals recorded under the same conditions.

The peak to peak height of this line was measured to be 79.5 mm.

Using the intensity ratio of 1.0:9'8:5.1:1.3:38:5.9:5.2:38:t.2:4.A:10:0.94

the

obtained in this work, the total atea, Ar(nt), of the absorption

spectrum of the radicals on FVGE4 is calculated from:

Areo = Ast x l2A'44 "'-'
38

= 275574 x L20.44 *-2
38

873424 + 16580 *-'.
number of ethyl radicalTherefore, spins, Ng¡, is then given by:



l{Pt = Arceo x 7'7IxL016 sPins

Ãt-*;
= 873424 x 7 '7lx\0r6 sPins

t0750464

= (6.261 0.12) x 101s sPins'

The surf ace area, SpVGB4, of FVGE4 sample containing

10.8 m2. Hence, the concentration' CEt' of the radicals

given by:

= 6.26xl0ts spins/m2

188

the radicals

in spins/m2 1S

Cst = Ne,

ffi 10.8

= ts.s0 t 0.11) x 101a spins/m2 [i.e. = l.9Vo en"or].

Alternative calculation

IJsing the intensity ratio of L:2:3:1:6:3:3:6:1:3:2:L reported in

the literature,68,69 the total area, Aa1g,t¡, becomes:

/t-''r\T(EÐ - ABt x 32 mm'

6

= 275574 x 32 mnf
6

= 1469728 + 218gg **2'
Hence, NEt = Ar(e,) x 7 '7Lx1016 sPins

Çr;
= L46W28 * 7.7lxl0r6 sPins

t0750464

= (1.05 t 0.02) x 1016 sPins'

cnr= Nr,, =@sPins/m2
s;ã 10.8
ß 11+ n 1e\ x 1Ola snins/m'1i.".
\'t.rL:v'rt/ '\ ^ = 2.0Vo errorl.
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Thus, the concentration obtained using the intensity ratio

obtained in this work was about 67'6Vo different from the value

obtained using the ratio reported in the literature. ldevertheless, the

ratio reported in the literature was used to calculate all absolute

concentrations of ethyl radicals.

The peak to peak heights, Xg1, of the first derivative ESR signals

of ethyl radicals obtained during kinetic measurements were then

converted to absolute radical concentrations, C61, using the relation:

CE, = Ir,x 1.05x1016 spins/m2

79.5 x Spvc

where Spvc is, as before, the surface aÍea of the particular PVG

sample on which the radicals were adsorbed.

The spin concentrations of ethyl radicals obtained during

kinetic measurements for experiments 18 to 26 are tabulated in the

data presented in AI-8 to AI-10.
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T'able Atr-B: Ðecay of ethyl radicals on FVGE,L containing 2.10

monolayers (1.7 8x 10-3 mmole/mg) azoethane at different

Éemperatures

*ESR measurements were recorded at liquid nitrogen temperature,

-1960C (77 K).

Decay at -196oC

(77 K)

Ðecay at -1B3oC

(90 K)*

Decay at -L64oC

(109 x)*

Time

'min.'

C x 10-14

( soin s/m 2)

T'inne

(min.)

C x 10-14

lsnins/m2)

T'ime

(m in. )

(-

SI

x 10-14

ins/m2)

0

10.2

2r.0

31.6

44.7

56.r

65.3

7 5.6

8 6.8

8.8 6

8.3 B

8.1 3

8.02

7.66

7.66

7.5 r

7.46

7.3 4

0

t0.2

20.r

28.8

3 8.8

49.9

60.0

9.1 I

5.8 7

5.3 B

5.r 4

5.07

4.7 2

4.5 5

0

5.0 1

10.0

1 5.0

20.r

25.3

30.5

8.22

3.0 0

2.4 8

r.9 9

1.8 3

r.63

1.47
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T'able AI-9: Decay of ethyl radicals on FVGE2 containing 2'01

monolayers (1.7lxl0-3 mrnole/mg) azoethane at different

temperatures

*ESR measurements were recorded at liquid nitrogen temperature,

-7960C (77 K).

Decay at -196oC

(77 r<)

Decay at -183oC

(90 r¡x
Decay at -I64oC

(109 ¡i)*

Time

'min.'

C x 10-15

(spin s/m 2)

Time

(min. )

C x tr0-14

(soins/m2)

Time

lm in. )

Cx

sn in

10-14

s/m2)

0

11.1

20.0

3 0.1

40.r

50.1

60.0

7 r.2

80. 0

90.0

100

1.60

1.5 2

1.47

r.4 4

L.4 t

r.3 9

r.3 6

1.3 4

1.3 3

1.3 0

t.28

0

5.01

10.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

60.0

7 0.0

t2.B

t7.2

10,5

9.9 6

9.29

9.r 7

8.47

8.23

8.0 1

0

5.0 1

10.0

1 5.0

20.0

30.0

40.0

50.0

8.0 1

3.9 t

3.23

2.9 B

2.6 4

2.3 0

t.9 6

1.8 1
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Table AI-10: Decay of ethyl radicals on FVGE3 conraining 3.09

monolayers (2.6Ix10-3 rnmole/mg) azoethane at different

temperatures

*ESR measurements were recorded at liquid nitrogen temperature,

-1960C (77 r<).

Decay at -196oC

(77 K)

Decay at -183oC

(90 N¡x

Decay at. -I64oC

(109 ¡e)x

Time

'min.'

C x 10-15

(soins/m 2)

Time

(min. )

C x 10-15

(soins/m 2)

Tirne

(min. )

C x 10-14

spins/m2)

0

10.0

1 6.0

22.0

30.1

40.0

50.0

60.0

70.0

80.0

90.0

100

2-6 6

2.5 L

2.4 6

2.41

2.3 5

2.27

2.22

2.t 9

2.t 4

2.11

2.0 8

2.0 3

0

3.0 I

6.0 1

10.0

15.0

20.0

26.7

34.0

40.0

s0.0

60.0

7 0-4

80.0

2.O3

1.8 0

t.7 I

1,.62

r.5 7

t.49

1.41

1.3 6

1.3 2

1.2,7

r.22

1.1 6

t.7 2

0

3.1 I
6.0 1

9.3 4

1 5.0

20.o

30.0

40.0

51.3

60.0

T T.2

6.3 0

5.4 B

4.8I

4.2 t

3.7 6

3.0 6

2.5 9

2.22

2.0 r
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.&PP&NMSX ãK

Es6üxaaaúåoxa ofr' pene exaûage decoøaaposå6åoxa ofl

æv,wr,nsetåaanae asad aøoeúåaame daax"åxag ån"nadüæÉüoxa

The percentage of azomethane (or azoethane) molecules

adsorbed on PVG samples that decomposed during the period of

irradiation was estimated as follows:

Vo ãzor:flethane (or azoethane) decomposed
x 100 Vo

2nN
where CR = the maximum concentration of the methyl (or ethyl)

radicals produced during irradiation; Spvc = surface area of the

particular PVG sample used; n = number of moles of azomethane (or

azoethane) adsorbed on the PVG sample; N = Avogadro's constant.

Sarnple calculatÍon

Sample PVGM1 having a surface area of 13.5 m2 and loaded

with 1'00 monolayer (1.19x 10-3 mmole/mg) azomethane contains

8 '0 6 x 1 0 -5 mole azomethane. This sample was irradiated for 5l lz

hours to produce a maximum methyl radical concentration of

1.10x1016 spinslm?. Hence, the percentage of azomethane

decomposed is calculated thus:

Percentage of azomethane decomposed

= 1.10x1016 x 13.5 x LAO 7o

2 x 8.06x10-5 x 6.023x1023

= O.l53Vo.

The percentage of azomethane molecules that decomposed

during the 3t lz rc 51 lz hours of irradiation to produce merhyl

radicals was estimated to be about \.4L to 7.lI7o for surfaces loaded

= CR x SpvC
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with about 0.1 monolayer azomethane, 0.0615 to 0.153Vo for surfaces

covered with approximately 1 monolayer azomethane and 0.0182 to

0.0255Vo for surfaces containing about 2 monolayers azomethane. On

the other hand, the percentage of azoethane molecules that

decomposed during the 5 to 7 hours of irradiation to produce ethyl

radicals was estimated to be about 0.00648 to 0.027 9Vo.
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APPENÐXK åTÃ

&,esu¡å6s ofl ÉEae fåa"sÉ-oø"den, aao¡a-åånaeæn åeas6 sqEåeå"es

amaåysËs føw 6åae decay ofl xaaeÉBayå æsad etlayå nadücaEs

@ãa PVG saxmpåes

It \¡/as mentioned in sections 3.3.1(a) and 3.3.2(b) that the

decay data of methyl and ethyl radicals do not follow a modified

first-order plot of ln (A-A) against time. For methyl radicals, the

values of A were measured from the decay curves while for ethyl

radicals, these values were calculated from the Dole plots. The Dole

plot values of A should not have been used for the modified first-

order plots since the Dole equation is a second-order equation. The

modified first-order equation can be written as

ln (C-A) = ln (Co-A) - krt AIII-1

so that,

C-A

oft

= (C6-A)s-ktt AIII-2

C = A+(C6-A)s-ktt AIII-3

Therefore, non-linear least squares analysis of the decay data for

both radicals presented in Tables AIII-1 to AIII-7 was done using

equation AIII-3 and values of (CO-A), A and first-order rate constant,

k1, were obtained accordingly. Surprisingly, all the non-linear least

squares curves for the decay of methyl and ethyl radicals aÍe found

to agree well with experimental points as illustrated in Figures

AIII-1 to AIII-7 indicating the possibility of a fraction of the

radicals decaying by a first-order mechanism while the remaining

radicals, which concentration is denoted by A, ate completely
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Table AtrII-1: First- and second-order, non-linear least squares fit
data for the decay of methyl radicals on FVG samples* containing

approximately 0.1 monolayer azomethane

*PVGM5d was used for experiment 15a and PVGM5d 2 for

experiments 16 and 17a [refer to section 3.3.1(b)].

**The values of Ea written in parontheses is the value for second-

order fit.

Expt. No. Temp.

(K)

Reaction

order

(co-A)

x 10-15

(spins/

m2)

A x 10-15

(spins/

^2)

k1

(min-1¡

ELA

(kJ mol-l¡

15a 77

1 3.15

+ 0.18

5.95

+ 0.20

0.00755

r 0.00106

7.61 r 1.68

(9.04 !

o.og)n *

2 4.52 t0.32 4.62 x0.35

16 90

I 2.88 r 0.41 7.1.t ! 0.29 0.0219

t 0.0087

2 3.54 x 0.43 6.71 !0.37

L7a 109

I 10.0 r 0.19 1.49 10.06 0.250

!0.024

2 10.1 f 0.1 1 1.36 r 0.04



Table AXItr-2: First-

data for the decay

monolayer

r97

and second-order, non-linear least squares fit

of methyl radicals on FVGM1 containing 1.00

(1.19 x 10-3 mmole/mg) azomethane

Expt. No. Temp.

(K)

Reaction

order

(co-A)

x 10-15

(spins/

m2)

A x 10-15

(spins/

m2)

ki

(min.)

Ea

(kJ mol-l¡

1 77

L 0.601

r 0.048

2.20

r 0.05

0.00221

r 0.0048

5.69 r l.60

(7.32

t 3.26>*

2 0.82s

! 0.077

r.99

t 0.09

2 90

1 1.01

r 0.04

1.15

+ 0.03

0.0428

t 0.0044

2 1.30

t 0.03

0.901

t0.032

õJ 109

1 0.657

+ 0.043

0.463

+ 0.016

0.303

t0.047

2 0.708

+ 0.020

0.420

x0.097

*The value of E¿ written in parentheses is the value for second-order

fit.



Table AInI-3: First-

data for the decay

monolayers
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and second-order, non-linear least squares fit
of methyl radicals on FVGN{Z containing 2.06

(2.45 x 10-3 mmole/mg) azomethane

Expt. No. Temp.

(K)

Reaction

order

(co-A)

x 10-15

(spins/

m2)

A x 10-15

(spins/

^2)

kl*

(min.)

Ea

(kJ mol-1¡

11 7l I 0.0115

r 0.0009

4.62 t0.99

(4.36

+ 0.03)* *

4 90

1 t.l7

+ 0.06

3.63

+ 0.06

0.0491

r 0.0075

2 1.52

r 0.10

3.30

r0.11

5 109

1 1.39 x0.12 2.14 x0.06 0.0967

t 0.0208

) 1.67 !0.09 1.96 r 0.07

*The value

experiment

azomethane.

**The value

order fit.

of k1 at 77

1 1 done

K given in this table is the value obtained for

on PVGM6 containing 2.0L monolayers

of Ea written in parentheses is the value for second-



Table AXII-4: F'irst-

data for the decay

monolayers
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and second-order, non-linear least squares fit
of methyl radicals on FVGM3 containing 3.L9

(3.80 x 10-3 mmote/mg) azomethane

Expt. No. Temp.

(K)

Reaction

order

(co-A)

x 10-15

(spins/

m2)

A x 10-15

(spins/

*2)

k1

(min.)

Ea

(kJ mot-1¡

6 77

1 1.08 r 0.04 2.90 t0.04 0.0264

+ 0.0030

3.01 r 1.58

(s.23

+ 2.13)*

2 r.47 !0.06 2.53 !O.07

7 90

I 0.948

!0.052

r.97

r 0.03

0.0992

I 0.0116

2 1.11 r 0.02 1.85 r 0.02

I 109

I 0.719

r 0.053

1.15

r 0.03

0.106

r 0.017

2 0.855

r 0.034

1.05

!0.02

*The value of Eu written in parentheses is the value for second-order

fit.
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Table AnIx-S: F'irst- and second-order, non-linear least squares fit
data for the decay of ethyl radicals on FVGE1 eonraining Z.LO

monolayers (1.78 x 10-3 mmole/rng) azoethane

*The value of Eu written in parentheses is the value for second-order

fit.

Expt. No. Temp.

(K)

Reacti on

order

(co-A)

x 10-14

(spins/

m2)

A x 10-14

(spins/

^2)

k1

(min.)

Ea

(kJ mol-l¡

18 77

I 1.62 + O.tt 7.1,9 t0.12 0.0249

r 0.0045

5.39 r 0.91

(4.s2

r 1.05)*

2 2.27 !0.20 6.56 + 0.22

T9 90

1 4.24 t0.27 4.84 !0.t3 0.t23

! 0.022

,) 4.79 !0.20 4.32 x0.15

20 109

I 6.44 !0.32 1.76 ! O.15 0.299

!0.044

2 7.05 ! 0.17 l.t1 !0.12



Table .AIII-6: First-

data for the decay of

water on the surface
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and second-order, non-linear least squares fit
ethyl radicals on FVGE2 having some adsorbed

and containing 2.0L monolayers (1.7L x 10-3

mmole/mg) azoethane

Expt. No. Temp.

(K)

Reacti on

order

(co-A)

x 10-14

(spins/

m2)

A x 10-14

(spins/

^2)

k1

(m in. )

Ea

(kJ mol-1¡

2t 77

I 3.63 t0.23 12.3 t 0.3 0.0171

r 0.0025

5.33 10.63

(6.36

r 0.46)*

2 5.25 x0.36 70.7 + 0.4

22 90

1 4.41 !0.36 8.03 10.34 0.0451

r 0.0110

2 5.66 t0.42 6.98 t0.44

23 109

I 5.68 10.43 2.24 !0.20 0.200

r 0.038

2 6.38 !0.24 1.61 10.16

*The value of Eu written in parentheses is the value for second-order

fit.
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T'able .AIItr-7: F'irst- and second-order, non-linear least squares fít
data for the decay of ethyl radicals on FVGE3 containing 3.A9

monolayers (2.61. x 10-3 mmole/mg) azoethane

*The value of Eu wiritten in parentheses is the value for second-order

fir.

Expt. No. Temp.

(K)

Reaction

order

(co-A)

x 10-14

(spins/

m2)

A x 10-14

(spins/

m2)

kr

(min. )

EDA

(kJ mol-1¡

24 77

I 7.08 +.0.25 19.4 !0.3 0.0182

r 0.0016

4.83 !0.67

(6.s3

r 0.71)*

2 10.3 r 0.4 16.2 + O.4

25 90

I 8.01 r 0.42 Ll.4 + 0.+ 0.0420

r 0.0064

2 10.3 r 0.5 9.43 tO.st

26 109

I 7.91 !0.t6 2.77 x0.35 0.1 68

r 0.035

2 9.20 !0.46 1.86 !0.29



Figure AIII-1: First-order,

of methyl radicals at 77

azomethane.
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non-linear least squares fit for the decay

K on PVGM6 containing 2.0L monolayers

N

U)

È.t)

(J

xlo15

3.4

3.2

3.0

2.8

tr Experimental points
------€- Non-linear least squares fit

100 200 300

Time (min.)

400
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c'ì

./)

È
ú)

U

x1015

4.8

4.6

4.4

4.2

4.0

3.8

3.6

tr Experimental points
-----€- Non-linear least squares fit

40

Time (min.)

Figure AIII-2: First-order, non-linear least squares fit for the decay

of methyl radicals at 90 K on PVGM2 containing 2.06 monolayers

(2.45 x 10-3 mmole/mg) azomethane.

0 20 60
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x1015

tr Experimental points

--€-- Non-linear least squares fit

20 40

Time (min.)
60

Figure AIII-3: First-order, non-linear least squares fit for the decay

of methyl radicals at 109 K on pvGM3 containing 3.Lg monolayers

(3.80 x 10-3 mmole/mg) azomethane.
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N

U)

P.
cA

(J

x1016

1.2

1.0

0.8

0.6

0.4

0.2

tr Experimental points
-_-€- Non-linear least squares fit

500 100 150

Time (min.)
200

Figure AIII-4: First-order,

of methyl radicals at 109 K

azomethane.

non-linear least squares

on FVGM5d2 conraining

fit for the decay

0.103 monolayer
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x1014

8.5
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------€-- Non-linear least squares fit

020406080
Time (min.)

Figure AIII-5: First-order, non-linear least squares fit for the decay

of ethyl radicals at 77 K on PVGE1 conraining z.l0 monolayers (1.7s

x 10-3 mmole/mg) azoethane.
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tr Experimental points
------€-- Non-linear least squares fit

01020304050
Time (min.)

Figure AIII-6: First-order, non-linear least squares fit for the decay

of ethyl radicals at 109 K on PVGEZ containing 2.0L monolayers (1.71

x 10-3 mmole/mg) azoethane.
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tr Experimental points
------€- Non-linear least squares fif

020406080
Time (min.)

Figure AIII-7: First-order, non-linear least squares fit for the decay

of ethyl radicals at 90 K on PVGE3 containing 3.09 monolayers (2.6L

x 10-3 mmole/mg) azoethane.
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unreactive. When the values of A obtained from the first-order, non-

linear least squares analysis are substituted into equation AIII-1,

straight line graphs are obtained on plotting ln (C-A) against t as

illustrated in Figures AItrI-8 and AIII-9. The values of k1 and (Co-A)

obtained from the plots of ln (C-A) against t are in good agreement

with the corresponding values obtained from the non-linear least

squares analysis. This is illustrated in Tables AIII-B and AIIX-9.

These results confirm further a first-order decay of a fraction of the

radicals while the remaining radicals aÍe unreactive. This is in

conflict with the results of the Dole plots and second-order, non-

linear least squares analysis presented in section 3.3 which indicate

that a fraction of the radicals decay by a second-order recombination

reaction while the remaining radicals are unreactive. Hence, this

conflict needs to be resolved first by doing further analysis of the

decay data and obtaining more experimental results prior to arriving

at a more concrete conclusion about the mechanism of the decay of

the radicals on the PVG surface.

It should be noted that the values of (Co-A), A and Eu obtained

from the second-order, non-linear least squares fits are included in

Tables AIII-1 to AIII-7 for comparison with the corresponding

values obtained from first-order, non-linear least squares fits. In the

meantime, it should be mentioned that these tables clearly show that

the values of A obtained from the first-order fits are generally

slightly higher than, and the values of (Cg-A) slightly lower than the

corresponding values obtained from the second-order fits. It is also

observed from Tables AIII-1 to AIII-7 that the first-order values of

activation energies, Eu, aÍe generally lower than the corresponding
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second-order values. The E¿ values are obtained from Arrhenius

plots of ln k1 against reciprocal temperature as illustrated in Figure

AXII-10 for samples loaded with 0.1 and 3.19 monolayers

azomethane as well as in Figure AIII-11 for samples loaded with

2.L0 and 3.09 monolayers azoethane. The Ea values aÍe observed to

decrease with increase in surface coverage for both radicals.



Table A{Xn-8: First-order rate constants and (CO-A)

from both modified first-order and non-linear least

the decay of methyl radicals on FVGN4l, PVGIv{2

212

values obtained

squares plots for

and FVGM3

PVCMI containing

1.00 monolayer

azomethane at -196oC

(77 K)

PVGM2 containing

2.06 monolayers

azomethane at -183oC

(e0 K)

PVGM3 containing

3.19 monolayers

azomethane at -l64oC

(10e K)

Modified

1st order

plot (Eqn.

Arrr- 1)

v alue

Non-

linear fit

(Eqn.

Arrr-3)

value

Modified

I st order

plot (Eqn.

Arrr- 1)

value

Non-

linear fit

(Eqn.

Arrr-3)

value

Modified

1 st order

plot (Eqn.

Arrr- 1)

value

Non-

linear fit

(Eqn.

Arrr-3)

value

k1 (min.)

(co-A)

(spins/

m2)

0.0221

5.96

x 10i4

0.0221

6.01

x 1014

0.0527

1.20

x 1015

0.0491

t.L7

x 1015

0.0909

6.39

x 1014

0.106

7.19

x 1015
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Table AIII-9: First-order rate constants and (Co-A) values obtained

from both modified first-order and non-linear least squares plots for

the decay of ethyl radicals on FVGEI, PVGE2 and pVGE3

PVGEl containing

2.1,0 monolayers

azoethane at -l64oC

(109 K)

PVGE2 containing

2.01 monolayers

azoethane at -183oC

(e0 K)

PVGE3 containing

3.09 monolayers

azoethane at -l96oC

(77 K)

Modified

l st order

(Eqn.

Arrr- 1)

value

Non-

linear fit

(Eqn.

Arrr-3)

value

Modified

1 st order

(Eqn.

Arrr- 1)

value

Non-

linear fit

(Eqn.

Arrr-3)

value

Modified

1 st order

(Eqn.

Arrr- 1)

value

Non-

linear fit

(Eqn.

Arrr-3)

value

k 1 (min.)

(co-A)

(spins/

m2)

0.21,4

5.31

x 1014

0.299

6.44

x 1014

0.0407

4.17

x 1014

0.0451

4.41

x 1014

0.0r 86

7.06

x 1014

0.0182

7.08

x 1014
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Figure AItrI-9: Modified first-order plots for the decay of ethyl

radicals at two different temperatures on PVG samples containing
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H PVGM3 sample: 3.19 monolayers azomethane
A pVC sampleJ: 0.1 monolayer ãzomethane

0.009 0.010 0.01 1 0.012 0.013

1/T K- 1

Figure AIII-10: Arrhenius plots for first-order decay of methyl

radicals on PVG samples loaded with 0.1 and 3.lg monolayers

azomethane.
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n PVCE1 sample: 2.10 monolayers azoethane
O PVGE3 sample: 3.09 monolayers azoerhane

0.009 0.010 0.01 1 0.012 0.013

1/T K- 1

Figure AIII-1 1: Arrhenius plots for first-order decay of erhyl

radicals on PVG samples loaded with 2.lo and 3.09 monolayers

azoethane.
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